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PADUCAH.KY.. TUESDAY,EVENING,MAY 26,1908

METROPOLIS HIGH 'Hollowell Case is Compromised by CANDIDATES ARE
COMMENT IS Payment of $15,000 by Defense TAKING TO FIELD
TOMORROW NIGHT to Plaintiffs—Costs to be Shared FOR NOMINATION

TEN CENTS PER WEEK'

SUPT. OF SCHOOLS
WILL TELL ABOUT
WORK'S PROGRESS

Col. fouett Henry Inspects.

di•
j9•ValaSWIlitiltliW6.%IthISIIWIS.%%%110

WM Sealers Will Graduate Former
With Beautiful Ceremonies at Multi( Hall.

Neighbors of

Hollowell

Robert

blo

to

Princeton

anti Deposit Money to Cover

•

Proposition.
II

r

1

I

CANNON'S ULTIMATUM.
ommlio•-....

•
Wedaingem, stay 211111.--f4peaker Caiiiii aues ultimatum that enemies must remade in POWSigil
until the currency legit:bateau In A
Milled Is acosided "•DMP
Senate leaders are conferring
vat ilia Unman, trying ea arrange
a cempromece.Adjournment may
be delayed indefinitely.

Nosy Willing to Serve County
as Sheriff or County Judge

Plans and Needs of System in
Paducah Will be Fully Set

if Chosen.

Forth,

Most i f rhea Oppose Primary
Lincoln High School.Comaen.
Prewelon. Ky.. May 26.-(SpeThis Fall.
cement Program.
c-Mei- Fifteen thousand dollars has
been deposited by the defendant* in
,
the-Hollowell case in a gale in this
NsIbleleletelklielkleMeWeltieteste
MAY BE AFRAID OF MOOCHERS
FACULTY AND SCHOOL HOARD city to be paid over to the plaintiffs,
14)1CR YEAR COURSE COMINQ
Robert and Mar> Hollowell and their
win. Price Hollowell, in settlement in
full of the damage suits flled by the
The fact that the Democratic execTen pupils will be osiatilieled tr"111 three in the federal court at PaduAt the special request of the teachutive committee of county will soon
the public school, of eeereeolie
ers' committee of the school board
cab. According to the ewes for cootbe called together to decide whether
t tttttorrow night at Mitsicaball, tie
and of President J. K. Bondurant.
proMise. tette-411...R is said, be the
or not a primary to make nominations
The piaintiffs. they are to settle for $15,.beginning at s o'clock
Superintendent J. A. Carnagey will
for 'aunty officea stall be <Alexi for
deliver an address at the commencesalutatory will he delivered le Frank 0110 and each bide to pay its own
this fall, has caused tbe proepeetive
ment Thursday evening, June 4. on
l',ottno:r Leonard and the valcaliceory i.euste. The first proposetion made -by
andidates to beavone, active and
"Our Schtrolse• In his address Proby Lloyd Lannes Helm. The tuene i the plaintiffs was ;20.1100 and the
should the eostimittce decide to bold
fessor Carnage) will outline the plan
▪
of-the class are: Roy LesLe Itush,lcosts.
off tee 'wintery this fail, the woods
of the improvement of the schools,
Pattie May Mann, Lloyd lann.s Helm,
Robert •rid Mary Hollowell were
will be full'of candelatets within, a
and manuel training and the benefit
1
Louie,- whipped and driven from their home
\41lie Anita
of the commercial course. The ad-•
liourkard & yan, decorators. of -fortnight after the date is set:
erew.-rt i Ittith
Ingraham Brassie near Laineseca. Illedwell county. May
In the contests for some of the
dress will he of especial interest and
.
1illilk tem- 2. 1907. by g band of Meet riders, Chimp), Ili.. have closed a •ouotract
chatiI• 114)111111•41 INVih. l'
It is the board's request that every
ta,•r Lenard, ilattie Katharine Stew- and after taiga* their residence at wittethe Fire Christian church of this meet hirporteat and best paying offimother and father and patron of the
art. Caere,- Franklin Randolph.
Eiansville. rale they brought suit in ell) et decorate the Interior of the ees them are encode good fields of
schools should be present and hear
"
111g- net the federal court. naming 28 of their auditorium of the church at *Seventh candidates that, heve practically anThe riK
" Illifin° is. -111
euperintendent Carnagey's views on
- Dotting" The cokite arc old rose neighburs. ineldding John K. Illollo-Wnd Jefferson streets. The. Muriel flounced themselves in the race wh114
the school,. What has been accentwell, brother of Robert, and his Puree-blue society of the First. •Chria_ ale friends of a great mairy other
anil N.11.0 era en.
plished will be touched upon, but
The High school fertile under Su- cousiii. John W. Hollowell, chairruakelati church has assumed neponeibil- good citizens, who would not be
(leen}, the address will tinge with
et emend. tit P. iv pi.,wisit.). i. ruin- ,Or the Caldwell county committee of fly tor tbe contract and will finance averse to "sacrificing thee' personal
Interests to vein the v ublic," are heCol. Joaett Henry and Major B46- ;mend of the forces in the Black the Improvements needed in the
1../....a of: Mrs. Bose Cutting. prime I the Planters' Protective association. It,
sett. of the Third regiment, national Patch. This is the first tourllter future, and steps will be pointed out
1.4.1. M ss Bertha Wis. ecienee awl as defendants. Robert Hollowell se- 1 The determination to decerate the' in mentioned.
Thus ter the Pesfflons of county gaserd, arrived here bodae from Hop- epection since assuming eco . 4, by which the Paducah schools may be
leen: M ia.t• NI) rt iN Ran. linglha and 'cured a verdict for $315,000, but ex- auditorium is part of a general scheme
history.
amination of the records of ntidwel! of improvements begun lust 'car by Judge and sheriff appear to be the kinsville and left this afternoon on t_Neither officer senile tell iny
selsu ra4sed to a higher plane.
ILAncoht School.
Foe amine are the membee. or the i ceentc showed that only ten defend- this congregation. Work will begin most attractive, a half score of Can- the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. plans or dismiss the situation, lest the
f 34 students in the LIncolni
Subctil hDard, r le Treat. president. !ants own property subject to peavey- on the contract this week, and the didates having virtually - -announced, Louie, presumably fur Murray on an t indications are that soldiers wikbe
It J Minima, seervtar). I, P. Stal-;tion. and all of it is encumbered. congregation will not have the use of with as many more thinking seriously inspection trip, although they would the field indefinitely. There 111.''‘.taer Web school. colored. 11 of the stir
Lot ten their destination. They had iikeithoed of their withdrawaflOiel d'etits are seniors, and will be grada up. E. T. Setae R II. Jacobs, J. N. Jilin propositions for compromise the auditorium for four weeks. The of getting into the.game.
tented In June. The class roll ise
!parsed between the parties
lecture room of the (hunt is epecions
Weaver. W. A leech.
For judge-those Moat likely to seek no detail of soldiers with them Major titer the next term of circuit
Wkiiiam Calvin Buford, Perris.. C.
I
and the nMular seTylePli milt be held the honor are Magistrate C. W. Em-" a. W Albrecht of the Second regi- in Callow-ay county, and until
The Program.
Retell, Daniel J. Hughlett, Charles
Atowisey, Hamel heard or It.
there, including children's day service cry, le J. Barber, Cecil Reed and ment, recently returned to his home I the night rider organization is b
The retinae's; program will he ohSetter Nuckolls, Norman L. %Salomon.
eohl- jup at all events.
Attorney J. G. Miller could not i tbe Mast Sunday In June.
gerasel:
,
Joseph Potter. Comity Attoreey Al- and Colonel Henry, vas put
.
aLurena B. Hamilton, Gracie Belle
Waltz
Itane.se
reports
of
a
confirm telegraphic
"Among the
corn-i Bourkard & Son finished the Broad- ben Berkley is also being groomed
ilughlett. Susie Della Kesel, Augusta
Ilarneceue Orehestra
promee lei the ellierieweee case, flee wieelDithodist (*web Inee'rior 4. ora.ttdr the-eilace by iiite friends, but ban
Eiint'beth Manion, Maud Lelilb ParIneuesatien - Het_ Wagner.
Imerning. He stated that the out- lions this week, and their work there not yet definitely declared his intenfei
)
s
itcr and Henrietta Woodson. Wiloration
-The'look for a compromise is more prom- has bees admired by all who have eons Presenre (roues/he country tits:ealittatory and
iam .C. Buford will be valedictorian
„awa&endrin of the vein. se'• Frank Ming sow that at any other time. but viewed it. They also decorated the erects is also being
gist to beer on
and Lorena B. Hamilton is the sale.
ithat. when it is accompliished it will CIA ristion a hereh at Mayfield, the con- Judge Lightfoot,
Sooner Leonard
he
the ties&
4•14etarts and Fkrieers” Thee. M. not ,he at awe • vie the leguyeg •
gaticin of irlatitt,ereelantifillhdecl the 'ISTral" tefIn" The baccalaureate sermon will be
tome so far. The compromise seems artists to the Chrietian church in let- precedent.
Tobaul. Op. 245- Orchestra.
preached next Sunday morning by
to hinge on the acceptance by the dise.ati
Add reef. - H. W. taib reock.
The Methodist Antra+ at
In the sheriff's race will be former
the Real W. S. Baker, at the Meth"Trinity" -- Theo. M 'rebate. Op. defendants of an ultimatum from the efuyfield also was decorated by this Sheriff bee Potter, Charles Graham, a
:
.:••••••••••vossosswossys.ssms
odist &lurch. Seventh and Ohio
,plaint ,ffe
445- -Orchestra
fain and a half dozen other churelem former county clerk; Deputy Sheriff Odd Incident That Discovers
FLAG DAY.
streets. The class day exercises will
the
that
terms
pubMeler
wid
-"Arner.-1
Mr.
Oration and valietwtory
In this section of the country have Clark Fortson and Hume Ogilvie. Lee
•
be held st the Harrison street church
Characteristics of President- 0
Ilished .iaturdso. in which it was said been satisfied with their work.
te'• Lloyd ',entice Helm.
Bolton and James Houser web Deputy
Flags for the city hall, the tire ei Tunglay evening. and Grace B. Hugh
Armand -- Or- theplaintiff,: demanded $15.00 and
"Joattta-- Chas.
It is mid that a number of other Elberlff Gus Rogers &Oaher possible
ial Candidates.
!ett, the spade bearer, will present
I 40 staeirets bind the city lighting
!the defendants offered $10,000 were radtputh churches conteniplate deco- entry.
cheetra.
the spade te John Morton. Jr., of the
plant
will
he
purehawel
and
Preeentaiem of diplomas - C. P. tar from correct.
sting their interiers thie summer.
The county clerk's office will be
• ratieed June 15,
Junior class. Henrietta Woodson will
eadtmatIon
flag
board
of
day.
MO-or j
Treat, president
sought by Hiram Smedley, present inbe the orator of the evening. Friday
Washington. Ila-y 215 —W. J. Bryan ;litnitle has received is 00000000ankle"Ottelta Polonaise"- Bernhotisie
Viral I'aisslarasrhirrs.
cumbent. WI's Troutman. now assesevening at the Kentucky theater the
tem from the American Flag a•has
cballenged
CLEVELAND'S
William
CONDITION
H;
Ore hem ra
Taft.
A
••
rot,
Singleton
and
others.
seaGus
cantaloupes
of
this
The first
eociation signed by George T. $ regular commencement will be held.
Benediction - Rev. J M .Sclant
For assessor W T. Byrd and James telegram from Lincoln arks Taft to
son are on market and sold for five
How one-third of a High school
Mond, of Lollies-111e, secretary,
join
him
in
urging
congress
to
pees
••
and ton cents each. The cantaloupes 'New York. May 26.-- Much con- Torten and Mar Trill have virtually
can be held in their studies until
stating
that
JIM*.
15
is
the
day
es
the
bill
requiring
publicity
in
cam-;
were shitified from Florida to local cern is felt here over tee eoneeerer of fauna's's-0d their intentions of making
%clef-fed for the desplay of Rags t graduation is puzzling SuperintendPaten contributions. Bry•an suggests
It will be eeveral wee$s Orpver Cleveland, who is Ill at Lake the race.
dealere
on all public buildings, 11111141 the Zit ent Carnagey. and this morning he
that
as
the
leading
candidates
the
of
yet before watermelons are shipped wood. While it as denied that (leveAttorney A. I. Harper is the only
laid he would like to have the solumayor is in raver of obeerving
wo_pertiee
request,
thP4401111•Itse
..-elewee-fettee--trite-southe
as a reinitiate
tion to apply to the High school. The
ratillre —eo make onesw
Wel, t he orrasioon. %. the school e
and.
if
Taft
best,
ask
Henke
to
attorney, other entries being In doubt,
progress is causing apprehension.
ismea too,. itself financially em- $ colored High school has but a three
other
candidates
to
participate.
until Alben Barkiey announces his
paat1-1. nAs.v m Loontsa
years' course, bat next year a fourth
barrsissed by mamma of debts A
Secretary Taft -this afternpon reyear will be added, and a new teacher
Intentions.
PRASSPEROUN AND WELL.
fonds* hy a presious hoard. there 1
4;
a(copy of
to the faculty. At present
Probabls- the fewest entries in any plied to Bryan. He wired
e elected
Burrows urea • is a chance offered for sometuttPercy Holy. re-meted to have been
—
10; Professor Carnagey has several applione rare will he in the contest for cir- letters sent to Senator
•
ri•
.1
ie
too
citizen
present
tne
0:
publication
Mg the passage of the
Beekhanes right band man during
cationsibut no teacher has been secuit (sleek. Joe Miller. the incumschools with %flirt-W:411 flag..
bill. The letter was marked perhie term as governor, stopped off in
lected. The colored High school has
bent. was elected only to fill out an
•
sonal and had never been printed.
Paduarwh this morning on his way to
11•••••••••••••••••410101104•Alis%3 had an imamate+ successful school
unexpired term, getting little better
year. and nod work has been done.
Arrangements were made with the Prenkiert from Niemphis. Tenn. Mr.
than a half term, and that feet couUNIVERSITIES TURNING
Clesene Ha,iisg bank title morning Hely looked prosperous, despite the
pled with his etrong pereonal popuMINDS TO RUSINE.SS LIFE.
Soldhem Ordered to Moot;
to handle the buelness of the Mite receitit demolition of the Democratic
larity will nicks' it difficult for any
Chester. Pa., May 24.—Followng
cab Rebate sinvociation for the ffrst nusOlene and echoed his cbief's Intenone to oust him.
to etay out of polities.
the withdrawal of the state constabuKansas City, May 26.—The PresThe fares of all visiting rusyear
The "(re's-for-all" is usually the
lary, rioting has broken out in contomers will be paid by the bank Mite
safe for jailer, hut stride from the un- byterian general assembly is wrestnection with the street car strike.
ling with the problem how to fill the
In banking hours and t” an ageneS,
Dallas, Tex., Mai 26.—Trinity derstanding that Jailer Esker will
Mayor Johnson warned the strikers
depleted ministry. They show that
yet to to, determined. during hour- OPPOSES THAW'S RELEASE
been
have
there
indoreement,
seals
river is receding today, after reachhe Intends to preserve order, Ile di_
while there are 4,000,000 Presby
when the bank is cloeed. All prelim,
ing a heighth of 53 feel, 12 feet few candidates spoken of for this Porected the police to "shoot to kill" in
terians only 117 are studying for the
narj details were threshed out at a
New York, May 21.--Jerome de- higher than government gauges ever sition.
future rioting. The greatest, exciteministry under the chunrb's direcmceting of merchants at the Palmer
itlered he is opposed to seaming liar- recocded before. Receding waters
Doe't Want Harty Primary.,
ment prevails.
tions. Speakers blamed universities
Howse
Tim Lkarter agreement by
*aye scenes- of desolatlune
(IiNearly every candidate approached for turning minds of students toward
"
' *eft"Thaw
hr. 111"".1atCr.
which the new association Is organlarge would houses are stranded males from their on the sobjeet today expressed himwao, lb says; Thaw
commercial rather than religious
mad
• •
sad was drawn up and is now be4ng
or tre elangeretts. lie thinks he ought original location. The flood swept a self as being opposed to hating the
Camden, N. J., Maf 26.—The batADMIRES ROOSEVELT
Ideas.
signed hi the rnerchaole. A itst
.___ m net tw placed whore he would have an-tract 70 miles long and five miles primgme on the dav of the regular
tleship Michigan, 16.000 tons, was
men-bane' has been made- up tro
Negroes.
at
certain
points.
wide
eliesee•
' to
electioe this fall, many declarMg it
shirt the membership will be Ku- ntle'rtn utt)
launched thit morning. Miss Carol
Rome, May, 26.—The pope received
Italian laborers. coal burners and would work a hardsbip upon those
It Is isellevedehat these men,
Ii' lied
Ne berry,-daughter of the assistant 10.0 Amerieerepilgrites in private aulowlands.
farmers'Oecupied
the
small
them
have
before
seeking
office
to
the
the
who are all vitally interested In
secretary of the navy, christened it. dience at the vatiean
He praised
The flood roar' in the night and no public so long, while others think it
TWO MORE BISHOPS
•eitare, of the city, will affiliate with
Jefferson Davis' birthday, June 3, The Michigan is a sister ship to the Roosevelt and said: "I admire your
doubt many perished. Sheriff Led- best for the party not to have the prithe new movement to boost Paducah
will not be observed by the Daughters South Carolina and cattles eight 12 president for his fleet amenet those
better claims list of dead will reach
mary a year ahead of the regular
trails. It is sael by threw actively
8,
Baltimore. Md., 1111Y 86 of the Confederacy this year, at the inch guns. She is they...first attempt -eeking to anuses wealth regardless
100. Few bodies are yet recovered.
election.
*mewed In promoting the tree fare feel*. of Sioux City, and E. H.
date conflicts with the state federa- of the government to make an all if the means employed."
•
movement that it w1:1 double the out- iHughes, president of Depaw Univertion of Woman's clubs, whet meets hea‘y fire battleship. She fires as
of-town traces of this city if all the'bey, Green Castle, Ind., were elected
here June 2,2-5. • !lone 3 is the con- heavy a broadside as the English
OUTLAWS
merchants whose co-operation is need bistope by time Methodist general confederate Decoration day and the J. T. Dreadnaught.
This claim - is ference on the fifteenth ballot. Two
ed will help boost
Walbert camp, Confederate veterass
THE SUN'S GRE1T VOTING
based on the experience of cities in more bishops are elected.
Mutate:ogee. Okla., May 26.—John will put flowers on the graves of their
CONTENT.
all sections of the United States. The
TOBACCO TIDINGS
and Tom W10401ffe, outlaws Poe years, comrades.
bankinff rebate system has been uni0
with $1,4,cools reward offered for their
6 VOTES e'OR
formly svecessful in every city where
oaptuSe, surrendered today to Sheriff
tobacco
association
The
sales
of
It Ras been adopted. It la now up to
Saunders. They gave 9•50,000 hood
made on the Paducah market yesterthe merchants at Peducah to show
and were guaranteed.tair trial. They
day amounted to 229 hogeheada, E. J
where they stand on the question of
are wanted for killing Deputy, Marshal
041rien & 4-tympany, buying 138 and
boosting 'Paducah Into Its rightful
Seiler and shooting Deputy Gilstrap.
W. B. Kinney 81 hogsheads, the
progressive,
live,
place among the
They say they got tired of carrying.
prices paid try eh ranging from 7
np-to-the-talbute elites of this counDiet. No
claim
justification as the
guns. They
to 12 cents.
try.
defense.
Mr. W. e.). Blakernort, Who owns
and notenges the aseoelation storage
Postoffice
warehonse at Martin, Tenn., was here
FRONT
yearterday and todai. Ile succeeded
May 26 18Per1a 1
Lomington,
In Felling several hogsheads stored at
Street No.
Residents and property owners in
Chicago,
May 26--The whole
Close. —Republiten coneteetanes for tive 21i
High.
July-Low.
mayoralty,
w reh
Sw?ant7M, C. A. Hood and B. (7.
92% city °More, tncluding from
that d latelet bounded by Third street Ghetto Is in dread of the "Black hisJ.;
90%
9214,
Wheat
and Fountain avenue and Norton and !land." Residents believe the public Veal, officials of the Planters' ProVI% to the board of education, sustained a
66i
68%
Cron
47% knockout, when Judge Parker do
Trimble streets, and along RI-midway schools have been selected for bomb tective association of Calloway coun47 1.4
One:
47 74
and Jefferson boulevard to Twentv- throwIngs. Police have reports and ty are in the city this afternoon en
_13.77% 13 57% 13.76 lclased the election of the 23 official:
Prow.
properly.
This ballot when
was valid and ordered the cases dir.fifth- street, are engaged in a contest numerous plots to use dynamite have route to ilnpkinselle to meet with
8.57% 8,42% 8.65
Lard
filled out and brought or mailed
derision
Parker
Judge
toe prime to see, which can have the been narrowly frustrated. Today it the salesmen and graders of the saw7.32% 7.42% missed. In his
.. 7.46
Rthc
in the Contest Department of
mid; "There is nothing appeariug
prettiest yard by June, 1, when the became necessary to place pollee elation.
The Sun will eount as nee
partly cl0oaty with occlusional lecal Judaea, appointed by the WrSSIMIM'A guards at every school 1n the Ghetto
W. R. Kennecie . bolight 40 here
iMr. Mittieoe Burnett, superintend- here that would justify this camel In
of
salesman
Veal,
from
or
tear
heads
impala
emeriti'
tnvadeed
aside."
Alt
Amgen,
"•
ender
tonight
reassure
foreigners
who
tbe
or
Wedneir
decide
Five
cash
prises
to
setting
club, will
ant of the 'Paducah Water company,
lutist'
1. ...al 3ft
teas rettirnel from a businces tilp to wen be taken ween the remaining day. Highest temperature yerterd,w, will be siseribeted. No yar4 with the schools clamoring for protection the growers' eesoclation. today at
eannmdarnt
et.; lower' today, 71.
roffreares are decided.
for the children.
to
front emcee il be
Pittabtit&
Excellent Address on Program
fur Occasion,

e

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH'INTERIOR
TO BE DECORATED

•

a

PUBLIC DISPLAY
1111GBD ACT

IDP4

5

.

•
a
•

•

BOOSTING TRADE
OF MERCHANTS IS
REBATE PURPOSE

'HUNDRED VICTIMS
OF TRINITY FLOOD
---NOW RECEDING

BROADSIDE WILL
EQUAL ENGLAND'S
BIG DREADNAUGHT

DAVIS' BIRTHDAY

SURRENDER

DEMOCRATS HOLD
LEXINGTON CITY
OFFICES BY LAW

GHETTO FEARFUL
LEST BLACK HAND
BLOW UP SCHOOLS

Chicago Market.

FENCES BARRED

CLOUDY

TiIE PADUCA 11 EVENING SUN -

P %tail TWO.

. 'AVOIIIII13r
VS AM

the view to familiarizing themselves HOW TO CURS AKIN DISICASES.
with the types on hand so that they
&news. pimp.es. %dandruff atel
might be prepared for any orders itching skin diseases are of local
which might be sent to them.
origin and are caused by germs. lit
order to cure these diseases the
Clarksville Tobacco.
germs 'Ad their poisons must be
Clarksville, Tenn., April 26.-The driven to the surface of the skin and
HAIR
4
i2 ,
receipts in the open tobacco market destroyed. Salves and greasy lotions
heir last week were 312 hogsheads; may give temperer) relle?. but they
.6 on
leaf tobacwo as compiled sales 391 hogsheads. The market do not destrtyy the germs that cause
by the eonemittee on quotations of was active and strong at full 'prices. the disimese. A St. Louis chemist kas
the Louisville Leaf Tobacco Ex- The receipts of *loose tobacco were discovered a clean vegetable liquid
change for the week elided May 22, very small, nearly all of the crop hav- remedy that will draw the germs and
3/
r otl cf
ing been delivered. Farmers are their poteons to the surface of the
317 Broad Way
Saleeman A. N. Walt, of the Padu- 190s:
much
behind
their
farm
in
work,
and
skin
and
destroy them, leaving a nice.
1906 Crop.
cah market, and T. J. Myles. of Mayare working hard to catch up to fin- clear, healthy skin. This remedy I/
Mfg.
field, one of the official graders of
corn
ish
their
pleating and pitch knowe_as Zeso and by Its mane,,re--1
97.000 7.50
the Planters' Protective aseoriation. , Trash (eound)
7.500 8.00 their tobacco crop. A splendid sea- markable cures has attracted the atwill leave this afternoon for Hopkine- Common lugs
5.00 al 9.00 eon for setting out tobacco was had tention of the leading scientists and
sille to attend a meeting to be held ; Medium
9.00010.00 during the week, and much of the skin specialists of this country and
at the Lathan( hotel of all the saleadGood
crop was planted. The local sales- Europe.
men and graders in the emolo) of she Common leaf (short).. 9.0.0010.00
Zeino has been given the most cor10.00010.50 man of be Dark Tobacco Growers'
association. The call for the meeting Common leaf
10.500 11.50 association reports the sale of 650 dial reception by the public, of any
was made by pelts Ewing, the genenti Medium
1i.500 12.00 hugsheads of tobacco during the simtlar remedy ever produced, and it
Manager, but the object of the sottber-iGaod
12.10.0 013.00 week at schedule prices. The follow- Is recognised as an honest medicine
Fine
log is not given out.
lug prices are quottd:
The
Low lulus. that makes honest cures.
Export.
Zemo is for sale everywhere. TOO
$7.000 7.50 $7.00 to $7.50; common lugs. $7.75
Louis% Vise iMay 26.--Buriue5s in Trash (sound)
Tonic
Ugs. $8.50 to can obtain • trial package free thy
7.500 8.00 to $8.25; medium
leaf tobactio on the iota: auction Common hugs
8.00# 8.50 $9.00; good lugs. $9.25 to $10.00; writing to the E. W. ROSE MEDIbreaks IF at a low ebb and not mach Medium
Voile
8.50# 9.50 :ow leaf, $10.50 to $11.25; common CINE CO., St. Louis. Missouri.
improvement in the bur.ey division Good
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•
Tna. lierpicide Co.. Deiroit• Mich.— i given distinctive promise of still betiter thirsts when the organization of
R. W. Walker Co.. Special_ Agents.
— ? the work ! shall have been better
MEN AND1110111111. ; effected, and when experienee shall
rs•ntsurs
WS
,
, plans and
enecesisset•assiesi.,,ss, have guided to the wisest
es ;......,..
C.o....-.
it...lateens ur slcrrstroce I'le• hest methods,
le autos. ourrubruser.
es asesese
"The Indian work, which is varied
!soak... and mot astral.
Pr.... T.......
frunOrt3ig4.(11. est or b-....k."..,
.1-.41 extensive. meets with many limis
sseasams.
asow
sumnses
.„.
..„,,, m10104,6114 difficulties by neuron of
.
rMold
C. II. 4.
bt imPrr.... tr
1. ter \ a atm local eonelitIons.
MAIL ur II lor.111.81112 /1.
nt....1.4 .1 us meas.
"The development of the departralf$1414Nti ci iw tikIN
SLMPLE ItEMEDV.
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WITH

MAKE MOVE FOR
UNION OF CHURCH

GOLD MEDAL

Taken fly

STATE SETS 1111

.aMINE•16.1.11•MM.-

MORE THAN $2,000
In Good=as=Cash Prizes

A $700 Lot
In

•

beautiful Gregory
Heights.

Will be given away absolutely free to the most
popular men and women
in Paducah and vicinitv.

A $400 Diamond Ring
Displayed-at Wolff s.

A $300 Piano
Displayed at

W. T. Miller's

A$150 in Furnitu4
At Garnerritros.

SIN.Baggy asd Harms
At Powell-Itogets.

searth

These are but a few of the prizes.
Read the full particulars on
another page of The Sun.

verywhere

ppers and Business Men

tired people and thirsty ,people—rnerve worn and brain weary
people—people who just like to tickle the. palate occasionally
with a delicious beverage—all classes, ages and sexes

DRINK

. The Satisfaciiiry Beverage

Has more to it than wetness or sweetness. It relieves fatigue of brain,
body and nerves; quenches the thirst as nothing else will;
refreshes and pleases.
GILT TIM GIMP&
Delicious—Wholesome—Thirst-Quenching

PRIMUS JEWELRY AUCTION
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 we will have a special- sale.for ladies and give away a
handsome piece of Cut Glass, (see it in the window). Some lucky lady will get this.
Every one will get a ticket free whether they purchase anything or not. Plenty of
fans- and nice and cool. Don't fail to attend. -; .* .*

POLLOCK The Jeweler, 333 Broadwa
orlroorPorr-a•ourr

..01•44.1114

Per!,

yv-

5.

• -1

wiseaerttlIptpoor.e.ftwalo..,,ie...*
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TIBISDAT. MAT IS.

EVENING STN

VI

4h•
does
:1
htt1:
got1bo
rots soil meth ua
'be Vabucab %uttitheP6slosuittaofleacrops
and quite raisihz.
rotation
/11111111.0021 AND WIEMELLY.

tobacco and cotton sxclusively, then
its
11111 PUBLISHING GOMPANT. the =Hwy the south receives for
products will stay south.
111100112.0111 LIED.
But until then the south has
F. M. TOMER. President.
chance to even up matters by be:MY
IL IL PAZTOIL General Mamma'.
vegetables and fruits to the north
aTlatere• at Use poets Mee at Padlessa. while it is yet too cold for the north
67.•• some& slam matter.
to grow them, and the yankee mouth
is watering for 'something fresh and
0111111101111111014011 KAMM
luscious.
WO DAILY BM
Did you note the number of cars
.111
• Carrier, per week
Cincinnati
I. mall. per month, in advasse... .15 of strawberries shipped to
Ills matt per year. In advance ....PIM from Chattanooga? The Cincinnati
View IlvsioKLY SOIL
market controls the retail price in
VW pear, by mall, pustagoo paid -MC Chattanooga and berries seldom go
Aileron THIS SUN. Padeesk, Cy- below ten cents there, in the very
Mose SI& midst of the largest berry patch In
Mae, III asetl Third.
the United States.
ferse Ik Young. Clitssil• sad New
Paducah does not raise a fraction
Wert. repreeestativas.
of the Chattanooga crop. yet the
TDB 11014 ems be found at the fellowlocal market becomes glutted and the
plains.
D. Clements • Oft
price slumps. Why' Because ChatVaa Cann Bros.
tanooga raises a sufficleot crop at one
Pabassr Holies
time to ship the berries out by the
•
train loads. Specials, with iced ears.
teG Reis
rush to the northern cities with their
precious cargoes. while Paducahans
raise too few to ship, except by the
expensive express route, and too
many for local consumption.
TUESDAY, MAY 28.
When Paducah gardeners get together and arrange to raise the same
STATEMENT.
CIRCULATION
kind of strawberries, blackberries.
raspberries, tomatoes and melons, so
Apee--19021,
that they will all ripen at one time,
and then ship them out in carload
4134 lots to Chicago and St. Louis, this
16
4063
11
4109 city and section will be enriched hun17
4116
II
4106 dreds of thousands of ciellars every
18
g
4139
4088 year; the poor land adjacent to the
20
4126
4
4080 city will make more money for the
21
4122
•
4083 owners with less trouble and expense
22
4125
T
4055 than the tobacco !ands further out:
23
4128
$
4085 and there will be some cash in circu24
4106
8
4081 lation here that should have come in
25
4221
141
4057 long ago.
27
4223
11.
4034
28
4078
11
That is one way to get even for
4031 the biscuits we eat.
29
4087
14
4091
10
4094
Ad

•

NATURE

, THE
AND A WOMAN'S WORK
VANISHING
" FLEETS

Wit

w-T-C--dbaw

4 oil-P
106,646
7
4102
Average for April, 1908
3971
Average for April, 1907
131
•
!acreage
Personally appeared before me. this
May 2, 1108, R. D. MacMillen, business manager of The Sun, who affirms
that the above statement of the circulation of The Sun for the month of
April 1808, is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
lfe eat:emission expires January
Id, 1912.
PETICH PURTRAR,
Notary Public.

r..

CYlIEF JUSTICES.
Chief Justice Melville W. Fuller.
who recently celebrated his seventyfifth birthday, has served nearly
twenty years in his high judicial position-a longer time than any other
chief justice. except John Marshall.
who served thirty-five years, and
Roger B Taney, who was in office
twenty-eight years. Since the foundation of the government there have
been only night chief justices of the
United States."' Their names, with
the dates of their appointments, are
given below;
John Jay, New York. September
26. 1789.
John Rutledge. South Carolina,
July 1, 1795,
Connecticut,
Oliver
Ellsworth.
March 4, 1/96.
John Marshall,. Virginia. January
31. 1801.
Roger B. Taney, Maryland. March
5, 1836.
Salmon B. Chase. Ohio, December
6, 1964.
Morrison R. Waite, Ohio, January
21, 1874.
Melville W. Fuller, Illinois. duly
20, 1888.

By
^1

ROY NORTON
ILLESTSATILD ST A. WEIL

Attention!
Seeing is Believing
SEDUCED RATES FOR THE
NEXT SEVF:N DAYS.

Mysteries of
Life Revealed

Os ammilsorl
(Continued from last lame.)
As time went on, however, he found
that the greater portion of these shipments were being sent to Miami, Fla..
and was driven to the final conclusion
that If the government was active In
any way at all, the key must bt at the

Selpo's Most Valuable Ally Was One
Meredith.

LYD A E. NKH
Nature and a woman's work combined have produced the grandest
remedy for woman's ills that the
world has ever known.
old-fashioned days of
In the
our grandmothers they relied upon
the roots and herbs of the field to
sure disease and mitigate suffering.
The Indians on our Western
Plains to-day can produce roots and
herbs for every ailment, and cure
diseases that baffle the most skilled
physicians who have spent years in
the study of drugs.
From the roots and herbs of the
field Lydia K Pinkham more than
thirty years ago gave to the women
of the world a remedy for their peculiar ills, more potent and efficacious than any combination of drugs,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is now recognized as the
standard remedy for woman's ills.
Mrs. Bertha Muff, of 515 N.C. St.,
Louisiana, Mo., writes:
"Complete restoration to health
means so muehire that for the sake
women I am willing
of other suffer*
to make my tree lea public.
"For twelve years I had been suffering with the worst forms of female ills.
During that time I had eleven different
physicians without help. No tongue
can tell what I suffered, and at times I
could hardly walk About two years
&god wrote Mrs. Pialtham for advice.
say that
I followed it, and can truly
Lydia E. Pinkhanes Vegetable Compound and Mrs. Pinkhanes advice reIt is
stored health and strength.
worth mountains of gold to suffering
weeere."

small city on the southeastern coast.
bad leaked through to him to
the effect that the ships of the United
States were scattering out over many
seas instead of mobilizing in winters
wgpirs. More than this, Select learned
What Lydia K. Pinkhasn's Vegethat In all navy yards there had bees table Cotupaund did for. Mrs. Muff,
a cessation of work, whereas an tie it will do for other suffering
Deily Thought.
crease would have seemed more res.
rest,
,..."The fearful are always faithless.'
seeable, considering the undid/beef I him of
In the hope that fatigue would cure
several
and
of
cruisers
battle
state
he.,Aeanot his cluthinS and
ships.
:WHAT THE STRAWBERRY DOES.
through the deserted
On first thought he attributed this sauntered away
"Including the special which left
streets, his heavy leather soles
one
frequent
the
of
to
lapse
latter
at 1 o'clock iast night, the Queen
upon board walks and across
changes of policy or a dearth of funds, clumping
sad Crescent railroad has transportone o'clock
la view of these later ship- sandy patches. It was Mist
now,
but
ed 226 carloads of strawberries to
moots and purchases. he began to is the morning, and alI was still. He
the eastern and northern markets
main
along- the
idly
question. In Washington no news was wandered
front the Chattanooga district within
reached the far end
obtainable. The administration was thoroughfare, and
the past fifteen days." says the Chattown, before his attention was
preserving a wooden front toward sot of the
tanooga Times.
from the water
only the world but its own paavia as I attracted by a sound
congressmen and senators trout, where hollowly through the still
This story of the strawberry. covyea,
was chugging and
ering a period of jest two weeks.
knew nothing beyond the declaration ness a steam winch
as it tolled away with its
contains facts that •4 significant in
the
sO"ttetiag
and
the.
empowering
of
war
of
We presume tboae three soldiers
special load. It brought him to a quick halt
view of the plea of local commission
captured by Night Riders were taken ,president and his cabinet la
men that Paducah gardeners go in
the and aroused in his mind a multitude of
abd
country,
the
for
act
to
session
to the "stronghold in the mountains."
the entire
for berry culture on an extensive
was
administration
Ousisti°°°, because along
apparently
detail
from which the Chicago News said
great country no
ni
scale.
of
li
"ore
this
out
regular
the
whatever
of
nothing
they "swoop down upon the plantsloading and none ar
routine of business. It was this pawl- craft was now
The Times says that the crop was !Ione In the lowlands."
knonledge. He
ty which drove the sham laundry- riving. according to his
damaged 25 per cent by the rains,
steps toward the
man from his ironikand away epos a hastily diFected his
so that these figures. immense as
wharves, stealthily seeking the shad
journey.
they are, do not represent the full
ties of the palm trees, and stopping
southward
was
accomtrip
His
Value of the berry business.
chance of
with ridiculous ease. He sow and then to avoid say
plished
Continuing, the Times says that
being observed.
to
ticket
Miami
his
bought
without
"the prices received for the strawLying against the pier was a smali
to interrogation,
subjected
being
berries have varied Somewhat. At
boarded the second-class or smoking gunboat of the United Stated navy,
the opening of the season as much as
which was receiving supplies, and the
coach at the bead of the trgin with
$2.50 and $2.75 a crate was received
men at work were evidently hurrying
away
rode
and
hindrance,
in
vs
out
Yesterday the price had dropped to
at their utmost. The vessel had not
disturbed solitude. No one seemed
$1.75. The general average for the
been there during the daylight hours
aware or in any event to care for his
season has been from $2 to $2.'25."
-of this he was certain-hence her
presence. There were no attempts
Now, listen: "It is conservatively
loading at night could indicate but
estimated that the berry crop so far
City Clerk Maurice McIntyre and at conversation. except In one instance one thing, a desire for secrecy. HIM
southerner
where
a
good-natured
enriched
has
the Chattanooga district License inspector Hicks were kept
nerves, keyed up in the hope of a di.
to the extent of about $300.000, for busy this moening laming Leenses to tailed him with: "Hell..). John! Going revery, alert and inquisitive, he clei,t
somewhere!"
to
esit
shop
wash
a
filly 41,000 has been received for dog owners, who heeded Police Chief
close to the freight shed where the ale
every full car shipped out. The James Collins' warning in The Sun nor was he in the least perturbed save tights threw huge spots of white.
rough
when a
Queen and ereseent railroad alone yesterday, that the dog catchers would on an occasion
So this accounted for the disposal
has received in the neighborhood of begin their operations. Some of the Threatened to tweak his pigtail; but of those mysterious orders which heal
$21.460 for transporting the berries anxious dog ownere were on hand e'en this weut no further than words. been reported to him by Meredith and
as far as Cincinnati, and the Fruit when Mr. McIntyre arrived at his of- elve.lywbere wets criticisms of the others! But where could they be
Growers' express has received about fice this morning, and before noon he conduct of the war and imprecations bound? What was the destination of
against the adminietration. The Amer$22,620 for the use of its cars and bad issued 25 licensee.
watched,
this ship which, eves as
calla themselves were no more et/gthe icing expenses. Altogether, the
All licenses issued now have at- ni:4.ot than he of why soldiers had wall casting off her lines preparatory
strawberry crop has been rich in re- tested a penalty of ten per cent. The
to sailing away Into the sight?
been stretched along the border nue,
sults for Chattanooga district growlicense for male doggails $1 and for ports closed, and communication cut (To be oontlased in seat'issue.)
ers."
females $2. Every -Mir the dilatory off. The citizens of the country itself
Three hundred thousand dollars
tactics of dog owners forces Cblef Col- were as mystthed as the Japanese,
YOU DON'T RAVE WO
dropped right Into the immediate
lins to take drastic means to rid the and frankly thought the situation a
leery less stakes pea tetibesier. I.Pa
vicinity of Chattanooga in
two city of the nuisance of stray dogs. If
foolish one. In all that long journey itemerser wattle leselse debt, soldse lb
weeks! There is the great advanthe dogs rounded _up by the catchers down the .astcrn coast he learned mosey-beet piss sentrywaere. APass N eats
tage the berry grower and the truck
are not claimed •Iwithin three days nothing whatever of importance.
, gardener has over the cultivator of
thole funerels oocur .stortly thereIlls delayed train dropped ,him off
tobacco and cereals; his crop is garafter.
late at night in the Florida town, and
6l tared early, sold quickly and the re...
So fair this year but 400 licenses. be was compelled to seek lodging with
turns are immediate cash in hand.
90 for male dogs and 10 for female strangers or to sleep in the open. Hs
See where the strawberries from
dogs, have been leaned. One run of chose the latter course, and went out
1 the Georgia border went:
.
more below the city, across the bridge and
"Of the above 127 carloads went the fare department brings out
and toward the Punch Boat where be
number,
cars
that
yelping
than
to Cincinnati, probably halt of which
less found rest beskie the road till early
is
or
always
more
somebody
as
(audle° Gpvalag.
Were reconsigned to other places
Inc riting. When the fir* ray' ef the
the
one
variegated
every
of
of
fond
Lorkwood's Lyceum Ste( k pompon%
from there. Cleveland. Ohio. got
sun were filtering through the 'great male good at the opening, perform11$ carloads; Columbus. Ohio. 13: breeds, Chief Col I I us shrewdly calthe trees and drenching the creepers with ance at the Casino at Wallace perk
Pittsburg. 12; Buffalo. N. Y.. 10; In- culates on a sharp increase In
light, he retained to the city, assisted last sight In "DanglItters
Dixie '
inapolls. 10, and Toledo. 14. The oley's revenue by a declaration of hie
on his Ivey by a kindly farmer who Besides presenting a comisaa# of Merl.
but
determination
all
exterminate
to
other cars went to various other
supplies.
for
In
driving
was
the tagged pets.
!ng actors, Mr. lascirwood has a good
Pella+ In one and two car lots."
From him he learn.d where the
Lyeurgus Rice is In eharge of th^
vaudeville bill. Imist aglirfeePeelalChattanooga's crop is earlier than
bat
Chinese laundries were situated;
Padveallt, to be sure. but Columbus, wagon. He ho assisted by two colored could gather nothing whatever cow less consisted of John HAMMEL hoop
ladianspolik Pitteburg and Chicago men. Gabe Fletcher and Arthur tIrtillug his suspicions that the govern- artist; oriand and Sharer, Maned)
staging several
sad the large cities between have no Brasier
ment Was either is possession of • ,iteteh. Miss Shafer
Otte wagon laid was secured today.
and Seale King, vostrawberries of their own as yet.
plant at this point or even conductiaa popular
calist.• All the eveowaties made hits
Lest week they were paying 18 rents
any experiments in the vicinity.
bilrtonvorrow night ts "A Woma quart in Pittsburg and Columbus, MS. S. P. R.tONDALF. AND
Still disguised and acting upon
MRS. IA'LA HUM11914 WES. wbat had been told him, he weight an's Power." A strong meaty ply)"
whea fire cents was touched In PaNorth the abode of the Chinaman, who wail There is a change of bill sightly.
Mr. S. P. Ragsdale, 82.0
ducah.
apposing 2200.000 had been drop- Ninth street, and Mrs. Lola Hughes. already sweating over his tubs, and
'
At the Crystal.
p04 lato Paducah from the northern of Fulton, were married Sunday found him amenable to persuasion and
Quite a varied bill, halide* the
cities sinee May 10. Would It have nieht by the Rev. G. W. Banks, of the desirous of giving assistance when
helped the local financial situation Trimble Street Methodist church-The paid considerable sums of protection pleuras and Illustrated songs, is ofNinth moues. His horn of plenty was a gol- (eyed at tie Crystal this Meek. Vodel,
woe? The whole country is con- couple will reside on North
dea 000,1 but proved useless In a day of the galas yodler and violinist; Pasvaleacieg from a Saaactal depressios. Street.
fruitless Oat, his most careful hit mistime de Voe, the dramatic holier- I
The earth aad west have the advao- I 4'nety City Jailer T. L. Roeder ealties lalating sotbIng in the way soostar. is a series Of sketches, "1
hap Is the proreas of recuperation
Tired and eseedralled, he leave It to You," "The °Tyro Drldeur
because THE itorTlif PAYS THIN con c! ,oie to improve, rapidly from of return.
TRIlietrTE POR Title 111000 THU the 1, .toi womad accidentally eelf-la- passed the early part of.the sight
sad "Hagar", and Barter and Gar
!third and It is exported he will be sleep from which he Ass arouse* 'by
ROPTI-1 RATS
eornediani, idostert mid daneer.
many nightmares of horror and forebodings A* "extra" iatesTolated resounds,
Did you ever think of that' The able to leave his bed before
.
of tailors, his mental state robtithsi mad
land of the south should int port the dam

DOG CATCRER IS
AFTER UNTAMED
CANINES OF CITY

wax;

THEATRICAL NOTES

4

Riley Huff
THE WORLD'S GREATEST
PSYCHIC PA I.N1 ISTAV IT HOUT ASIelNG A SINGLE
QUESTION, TELLS NAME.
AGE AND OCCUPATIoN
010 EVERY CALLER, SO
CAN THE EUTURt: BE
TOLD.

that the new
Handkerchief
Tics which he
has on display in
his Third street
window are rare gems of
beauty, They are made from
Japanese Foulard Silk handkerchiefs
and possess that airyness so
much desired these hot days.
They are priced ithin the reach
of all a half dollar.
Sew beautijui new
Shirtissgs on display in
Me saw window.

1010010441‘elr

•

All

ir
org
•114"1" 41"

ter a isunepiag. Cole gave She police a
CONP41DN1ING PADt'CAH
reit...abnegate
AND CAIRO AS la/CATIONS. tip where- the liquid
came from.
The Cairo Bulletin says:
It is reported that a shoe maimfact uring concern eoutenoplates
I Ilg a leant in Cairo.
Owner of Chicago, was in
(SpeOwingeville, Ky . May. 26
Cairo Sunday conferring with W M cial t Clint Peeve, a.eileed of a.Rawls.. an Kvansville travel ng sales- bault.ng Mrs. Bert Ballard, in Meade.man, rvigartitug the matter.
county, 'seeped and • power is after
Mr (haler formerly was al the bus:- hint. The woman Is fie a we-Mug conof manufacturing shoes In Evans dition
aching is feared.
A
.111e, but owing to labor troubles sold
his interesta. Ile intends rnoploylug
Boss Sergeant, • bartender, was
negro labor wherever he establishes
held over to the grand jury this morn
I:Is factory and has under outside-raMg in pulls',' court WI a charge of
ison l'alro and Paducah as possible
Herbert
malicious shooting.
locations.
.eas filled tin and costs for a
Mr osner asks no bones as an inSeveral weeks ago
breach of peace
duce-meld to locate his factory.
hitnell and Sergeant had trouble
In a saloon at First street anal BroadVolITER IN tiiiIAMIN
way. and Sergeant took a shut at
WATCHMAN ON FEAtItilititT. Whtnell. gergesnt's story was that
On a tharge of veiling liquor withknocked him cold with a
out- a netenee, Bob mown, colored. beer bottle &lid 11664 over Win tlfrest
police ening to finish the work, but friends
%as fined i40 and costs In
,olort this morning. Drown is porter interfered
Later WhItnell started
for John Ward's salons, Second edlrirt eluthIng over the bar and a random
..nd K. ntiteky sweetie and at tight hr shut. was Ared to scare Whitnell.
a vist.a.man on the ferryboat. It le Y.'hanelCs store.-racked up la wit
illtieeed that Weevil sold Charlie role nestles. disproved the story and Judge
tliored, a Hat field recruit. some Cross fined Whitnell $10 and costs
thondlay. The whisky worked and left the charge open against
badly, and Vika. was arrested and af- grant for breath of peace.

LYNCHING FEARED

Riley Hurr
HE WII L TELL 1411. W H VT
---ANYl'OU CALLED FOR,
THING l'or WANT To
KNOW- ADVICE THAT
WILL IS) GOOD.
Discontented, unhappy, or
not satisfied in life? Have
you any domestic or past troves that rano, you? But no
matter what your troubles
may be, a•on will be told of
them and receive the proper
advice.

Riley Hurt
Tel's your Past: your present
life and entire totem, and
everything can be told, by consulting tha world eminent
clairvoyant and Spirit Medium
who Is the greatest master of
psychic
occult science and
forces the woald has ever
Ills predictions are
known.
always correct, and never fall
to come true, as thousands of
people will testify.

Rey Hurl
POsITIVEIN GIARANTEES
ALL
WHEN
sl't 'Ess'
oTHERS F111. CoNVEHN.
HUSINFAS AFFAIRS.
(;11,. never-falling information regarding all kinds of
busioess, law suits, claims.
collections. Investments. specillations, changes, ails, pensit.ns, insurance. deeds, mortgages, patents, loventions aid
an (hamlet difficulties.

Riley Hunr
Gives truthful revelations
In all love affairs, troubles.
marriages, family diMculties
and divorce. Settles lovers'
quarrels. gives name of the
one you will marry and date
of marriage, bow to win the
man or woman you love. etc

Riley

•

PARASOLS AND
FANS
season for Parasols and Fans
THEis now
At hand and we are ready
with the largest and best assorted
stock we have ever had. •• ••

•

Parasols,Linen and Silk
All(aor and hinds
I

HunI

Tells ‘ou how to rontro and
fascinate anyone vow love and
admire
No matter what your life
has been I will start you right
again. I will tell you how to
control friends and enemies
Thousands have become happy
by takitig my advice. With,.
out your asking one question
1 will tell you exactly what
you called for, whom and
when you will merry. Call
and I will send you away happier, wiser and bolder than
before; the sad and brokenh,earted go away cheerful and
happy.
Reedimpt Yellowed f.or
.eves days 1/111y.

11be

White Embroidered
$1 00 to $3.50

Linen and Pongee
$1.00 to $500

Silk Parasols
$1.50 ta $7.50

it

/VAite
Gauze Fans Black,Colors.
Silk Gauze
50c to $5

Paper Fans
Si;: to 500

and

Ivory Sticks
$1.50 to $5

*flit

5. 4.

Black Gauze
50c to $3

Black Piper
Sc 25.:

The

a hit.

IT

Jap (iAuze 10c

Private parlors. II tura e a. tn.
tat Isp. ne daily and Steal Jr•

33; Siu9 Toortb Street

PADUCAH.ft

Ehe Daylight Store

s I ; SI

1 se

•

Pas

Who is Popular?
i•

I

More than $2,000 in good-ascash prizes are to be given by
The Sun to the most popular
men and women in Paducah
4nd vicinity. See the details on
page 8 of today's paper.

THE LOCAL NEWS I I RIVER N:'I'S I

'1 •

•••

411

,. 4

l

iest night on his *ay to vial; hi.. t; ;
• user home at Bareiwell.
V Nance, of• Mail.ary
I !Ulla EA
returned tu her home. after stetting
Mrs. William Fields.
Traction flonspany Cosetesa.
Miss Gertrude Heflewell, of North
For the convenience of the state Fourth street, has gone to vlsj.t her
federation delegates the Ontlueah Trac aunt. Mrs. Cynthia Gray, of RockMau company has placed two oar" at port, Ill.
their disposal to attend the lecture on
Mr. J. E. Atkinson, of the Smith &
Thursday eveniog by Prof. P. P. Clax- Scott Ttobacco company, left Monday
ton, of the University of Tennessee, on a southern
Mr. D. F. Buchanan, 122 South
at Wallace park.
Twelfth street, was able to be out today for the first time for WI weeks.
Paderah Girls Festered.
Was Janette Williams is ill 'at the
Pictures of Miss Saidee Smith, valand Miss Marguerite honse of Is. r grandmother. Mr:- If J
edictorian,
Schwab, gplutotorien, of the graduat- Williams., 1110 Clay street.
ing chums of the Paducah High sohool,
uppea red in Saturday's Louisville
Time... The plc-Lure of Mies Elizabeth Williamson appeared on the so<Jetty page of the same- date.
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NEWS OF COURTS

I

HOTEL ARRIVALS

The German Last N
The German club gave?
Ann of
its series of summer dances at Wale
lace park pavilion last night. A number of program dances wire danced
and then the german. under the
leadership of Mr. Charlie Rieke.
Among those present were: Mrs.
Jettie 'Hobson, Misses Ethel Brooks.
Jane Stevenson,, Jane Morris, Rosebud Hobson. Blanche Hills, Helen
Hills. Garnette Buckner. May Owen,
-Faith Langstaff, Katherine Quigley,
Hatfield. Eloise Bradshaw.
Nella
Alma Kopf, Mary Scott. Lillie May
Winateed, Corinne Winstead. Henri
Alicott, Helen Powell. Marjorie Loving. Katherine 'Powell, Harrel MeCand
less, !faille lliaey, Elsie Hodge, and
Messrs. Wallace Weil. Jay Herten,
James Langstaff. Sam Hughes, Pat
MeEirath. George DuBois. Robert
Guthrie. Fred Wade, Arthur Martin.
Vtrge Thomas. Will Rinkliffe, Guy
Martin. Warms Sights. Will Rudy,
Allcott, Stewart Sinnott.
Austin 'Miller. of Zanesville, Pa.;
Harry Van Meter. of Urbana,

Palmer-L. Kahn, Chicago; Lee
Peseta, Memphis; Ed ('rossland, Msofield; J. R. Sandefer, Jackson. Miss.,
0. V,. Root, Peoria, Ill.; I). G. Mackosesie, Chicago; David Marx, Itocheeter. N. Y.; G. B. Childress, Cairo; C.
II. Coe, Detroit; R. M. WhItelaw, St.
Louis.
Belvedere=-A. C. Bluedorri, East
St. bouts; W. B. Blakellmn, Martin,
Tenn.; J. P. Turner, Hazel; J. B. Fen
Guthrie; W. S. Swan. Murree; J. %V.
Gardner, Cincinnati; G. C MeLarin,
Cincinnati; J. J.
Merles.: A. HI
Canton, Chattanooga.
New Richmond-T. C. Laury. St.
Louis; If. W. Jones, Melber: C. A
Brosher. N, w Madrid, Mo.; Giant
Davidson. Klabaville, !ad., Vilas Welts.
Fr. (lorries, Mo.; J. L. Stephensun,
Eventsville: R. 11 Leoper, tluioti., ills'.
A. R. Thompson. Wodville
-ELKS' LINE.UP FOR GAME
WITH MARION. ILL., JUNE 7.

Healthy
Hens

In I'Irma t smart.
The heirs of W. Y. Griffith and
Mrs. Alma Griffith won a seisind victory in the court controversy with H.
E. Gilbert over the settletnent of the
estates, etc. this morning when Judge
Reed sustained a demurrer to the
suit brought by Gilbert's attorneys to
have the estate of W. Y. Griffith settied by the master commissioner.
Judge Reed held that the petition did
not state a canoe of action, as it was
nut shown that the persodal propene
was not oufficient to pay the debts of
the decedent.
A motion was entered to set aside
the default judgment rendered in laver of the city of Paducah -against J.
D. Overstreet, a former saloonkeepes
and his bondsman, F. J. Bergdoll. The
tondsman, who is now a reiddent of
St. Louis, filed an affidavit, stating
that he has made an agreement with
the city solicitor that the case sifould
be passed until others of a like nature
had 1n-en finally decided and that he
was to abide by the result of the 0thera, He was not aware that 'a derendered
fault judgment had been
against him until he. read it In the
uewepapsrs.
The Biederman Distilling company
was given a judgment against D. M
Potter and H. B. Huffine for $93.1.i.
In the' suit of Emmett against John
C. Wood a rule was issued comp.-Mpg
the defendaro to pay the costs in the
action which involves the divieion"of
some property.
Sok Filed.
Mary Weldon Dicke filed a suit in
circuit court today against the heirs
and creditors of her husband, WilMinn Dicke, asking a sale and distribution of his estate.

Plenty of Eggs!
Healthy Chicks, quick and tender
meat. Conkey's Remedies kill all
lice and mites quickly and easily.
Conkey's Remedies cure any poultry
disease. It is the remedy that does
things quick and right and does not
drain the system. •

-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 IA
Broadway. phone rim
-Forms for real estate 'agents for
Rive, Slaws.
3a.9 1.3 fall
1Cairo
sale at this °Mee.
5.7 0.1 fall
-We can give you the angst car29.9 1.6 rise
riages in this city for wedding. bag Cincinnati
0.6 fall
* 2041.
and theater calls Our prices are low Evansville
4 2 0.0 aid
er thin those iharged for like service Florence
In any eity In Anutrira. Our service JehnsonvIlle-ailasing.
9.7 6.4 rise
Is second to none.aad tbe best in thi• Louisville
16.4 0.7 fall
Mt Carmel
City. Preetner Transfer Conspany.
10.9 2.2 fall
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has left the Nashville
4.5 1.6 fall
city for a few mouths. and I have se- Pittshin g
.22.6 0.0 led
• attired an interest in his business and St taunts
Manager Alf Wolff, of the Elks'
Mt. Vernou
21.6 1.6 fall
h eaball_instk.lifter it for him. Any
County Court Orders.
baseball team, gave out the following
27.7 1.7 fall
Paducah .
foratatiois •'with reference to any
Nine deed books which are in bad
line-up for the game with Marion
Burnsides
2.9 0.7 fall
braseb of it will receive prompt at.
Mrs. Leas Allard, of Rose Claire.„June 71 Two men are assigned to condition, were ordered *sent to the
fee 1.9 fall
Ca/III-ages
111.1s the gee.] of Mrs. f. L. -rattier, each 'maidens so that if any vacancies book binder tor repairs.
tot:ince if you will call up The Bun
400 South Ninth street.
°Mee. Both phones 35$
The state saloon license of Herbert
J. PasX. J
occur from exhaustion, the game will
River stage at 7 o'clock th.s Ull/111Mrs A. Thompson. of 1314 'Frit-- not be hindered by a lack of suh.iti- Johnson has been transferred to Lee
toe.
lug read 277. a fall of 1.7 since yeskb- street, has recovered from her re- lutes. Head and Martin, first base; Potter and the location changed to
-Cameras. Cameras, Cameras, and terday morning.
l' FOR SALE-Household furniture.
!liners and has returned home. Alien and Weikel, second base; Flan- Sixth and Finley streets.
kodak supplies of all kinds at R. D.
The steamer Dick Fowler got away cent
Call James H. MoEwen, 441 South
Thompson has 1been III at the nagan and Pugh. third base; Lery,
Clements & Co.
for Cairo this morning at h o'clock Mrs.
Eighth between 6 and 7 p. at.
la Ponce ('opt.
-- Come, come, those mean roaches. with a big trip of freight and a big home of her daughter, Mrs. Wade short stop; Wolff and Lydon, left field
WANTED-TO buy a gasoline
wire or rats are •nything but pleas- trip of passengers. She will return Brown, 220 Keetucky avenue.
and Friedman, muter
Thompson
The docket in the pollee court this
Mrs. M. Ritcisie. 1629 Monroe field': Well and Hockersehmitit, right morning was: Drench of peace-Lonlaunch. Must be cheap and in good
ant. Get a box of Kamleiter's exterm. tonight at 7.30.
•
street, who has been Ill for some time field; Prather and Greesshant. esti h- nie Edmonds, colored. $50 and costs;
.ondition. New phone 454.
loator.
The John S. Hopkins arrived from
- City subscribers to Tbe Da:I). Rvansville this mornmg with a big is reported no better today.
pitchers.
Whitnell,
Herbert
Martin,
and
Sergeant
Boss
and
• PIANO INSTRUCTION (Lesch-1,Sutton
ers:
Subscribes* inserting want ads in zkh method) and 'Wee culture (ItalMr. and Mrs. H. P. Rider. of MemOlin who wish the delivery of that trip of freight and passengers. She
ease against Sergeant left open and
papers *tomed must notify our col- returned to Evansville at noon with phis, visited Isr. and Mrs. William
Wititnell fihed $10 and enlists. Malic- Illse Sun will kindly remember that ian method). Address C. R. Kleintr,
Boy Dinorates gem.
whea general
Fitlise. Sunday. and went to Davison
lertors or make the requests direct a fair trip.
delivery, Paducah.
CatetIng on behind a feat' moving ious shootlrigt-Bons Sergeant, held to eln sock item are to be paid for
Monday. Friday they wilt go to Me- grotery wagon this morning on his Limner and ;bond fixed
to The Sun Aire. No attentioa will
at 52.001. the ad Is dented. tbe rule applying
The Joe Fowler will be the EvansMEN-Our
Illustrated catalogue exMagisof
family
the
visit
to
tropolis
* be paid to such orders when given ville pocket tomorrow merning.
way to school, resisted in dislocating Ritual of peace-John Furry, 810 to every efts without exception.
pitting how we teach barber trade in
trate Thomas Liggett.
Wil2361.
-Will
Theobald.
6hone
old
Alfred
43 carriers. Sun Publiabiag Co.
nod
Housebreaking
FOR
of
DRY
elbow
costs.
right
the
and
The Ronal arrived from Golconda
few weeks, mailed free. Mosier Barit Oliver went to Den- 7 years old. of 161 1 Tennessee street, kerson, alias Will Johneon, colored.
-- Ladies' and gentlemen's strew at to &Mork thhi morning with a fair ' Attorney W.
FOR heating and stevewood rtsis bel-College. St. Louis, Mo.
top this afternoon,
to
fell
Selling
when he mimed his hod and
continued until tomorrow.
arer-perseencere. 'She
----satt-reimmr-ivare Merned.
4137. P. Levin.
Mn,. Hud Bale, wife of Col. Bud the ground.
room,
FOR RENT-Fernlaked
liquor without license-Bob Brown.
guaranteed
New York Mines Parlors. returned at 2 o'clock this afternoon
FOR RENT-Four room house on electric
is
House,
Dale, of the Now R.chmond
light, bath, telephone, elegett
colored: $40 and costs.
dolls, a good business.
1 40848 Broadway.
Bros.
Hank
16th.
near
Clay
street
improving frons her recent fall in tel s
location, three blocks from FM:: and
THROW PEPPER TO )10E.
ak -If you want to see how Brun-so '..
The George Cowling made two
OVERSTREET, the painter. Old Breadway. Apply 1241.MadMon.
its whichihe injured her knee.
Lirrnmea,
Iplawn Grass Seed grow. look ;n L. W. rips between Metropolis and Padu- betel.
Miss Mary Tam, who has been Three Had lThumin
“.
P.
Make."Aliterept
i
Sidney C. Griggs and Wiwi's, Camp phone /M.
Henneberaer's show wiadow. Warted cah today, doing a good business in
LADIES-Our catalogue expiates
away since last September in school
.
Oti RENT--Furnished front room
Meal
$43.000.
bell.
May 16th.
how we teach hairdressing, manicurand
freight.
both passengers
home
arrive
will
at Staunton. Va.,
Apply 420 North Fourth,
V.elt Pege's short soder reetauing, facial massage, etc., in few weeks,
The Clyde arrived from the TennesSaturday for the summer vacation.
New York, May 26 -In broad a..1 SPLENDID SUCCESS AT
FOR RENT-Apartment in Hecht mailed free.
h•nt. 133 South Second
Meter College, St.
see yesterday afternoon at 5:3oe aje
Mrs.
mother,
and
Smith
hula
Miss
popudensely
ths
of
one
REVIVAL.
light
in
and
METHODIST
Adams.
Flats, 511
;Thomas Cattier and Mary Frees went on to Brookport and MrtroPerr;
Louis. Mo,
Seventh
North
531
Smith.
Martin
iiffc
di
three
city,
the
of
lated portions
dervish were married today at Mete:sp- to unload. She had an ettra big trip
Splendid success is being had at ---FURNSHED rooms for lieht house- -FOR SALE CHEAP- -Household
street. left today for Dubugde. lowa, late yesterday afternoon made an atuta' :bs Magistrate Thome! Liggett. of lumber. tiers and stork. The Clyde
the revival at Third Street Methodist keeping: 313 Madison.
furniture, gas range and Buck's
relatives.
and
friends
to
visit
a
on
Te..y were arfomPatiled b) John and will leave tomorrow West at 6 o'clock
tempt to hold up and rob a trio 01 church by the Rev. H. B. Terry, who
WANTRD--Room to exhibit pier° rave. Leaving city; must sell at
Miss Rosebud Hobson will leave bank meesengers as they were ca
Dion,
W.
J.
Rev.
the
Will Frendereoa.•
assisted
is
for the Tenneasee
and to tree as Studio. Address C
once. Call at 803 Kentucky avenue
tomorrow for Hollins. Va., to attend
$43.000 in cash ...Lin ode of file a Dresden,:Teen. Last night there
-Next Saturday the third quar'Center, Paducah. general J•divery. or telephone ,
1167.
The Buttorff will be In 'port early the school exercises there. and In
building
main
Its
to
branches
ilk's
were two laddittotisets the church and
terly conference wile cloven. for
morning from ClerkSville company with .! Miss Lillie Hobo/15
modtomorrow
fiat,
room
14 horse-pewee
RENT-Five
FOR
FOR
SALZ--One
epos
showered
Black pepper was
Reidland. Oakland. Guthrie avenue,
several applications have been had
and will leave at noon for the Cues- who is a student at Hollins. will go
the messengers, one Of them was hs. during the meeting. A forward move- ern conveniences. Apply 003 North gasoline engine. Franklin make. SuitLittle Cypress and Calvert (Sty contwriand as far as Naativ.ile
to V. M. I. for a few days.
aide ft r gasoline boat. Newly overIth • Wart }a(t and another was ment began last night and the in- Sixth. George Rawleigh.
gregatiens. Dr J. W. •Blarkard will
Mr. Austin. Miller. of Unsettle. s'ashed with a knife In a deiperase
The City of SaJtillo is due out of
A GOOD COOK wanted at once at .auled. Will sell at a bargain. Adofficiate with the Rev. T. J. owes.
terest will be greater from now until
the Tencesemee tomorrow afterneson on Fla.. Is visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
effort of their assailants to seise (.1.- this close of the meeting. Last night 1623 Broadway. Mrs. Eugene Rob- dress* V. I. Knowles, care Sun.
tbe pastor.
her way to St. Louis.
Bradshaw.
conMODey and escape with It before the Rr. lrion preached a strong sermon inson,
LADIES AfTENTION - The re- The cider. which It Is alleged
Mrs. H. H. Deity. wife of Dr. H. H. arrival of help. Tar,* they failed waif on "Personal Accountability." SerThe Chattanooga went to Joppa
tains benzoate of mode without the
FOR MOVING, hauling, packing or liable Home for ladies before and durNew
for
leave
and
to
Thursday
remisfreight,
Holey, will
load
vices are held every afternoon at 3 picnic wagon, call 705. Both phones. ing condneritent. First-class in every
slue to the roe borress with wh
proper label, has been stowed in the yesterday
She will leave for the up- York and the mist to spend the sumIneesengetu twisted the attack o'clock and at 7:45 o'clock in the George Rock.
way. Fine, airy rooms, firstelass phybasement of the poreoMee. In the lot ed today
$ 5
nor for the benefit of her health.
and Jo the !slavery of a oung Polish evening.
•re Ten barren. ;5 half barrels and per T.-ensues- tomorrow at noon.
and sicians and nurse. Good board. Terme
sharpened
OWEIRS
M
LAWNMr. Guy Miltenberger and wife. of :ton In a nearby restaurant, who to
a 46 liege The elder was shipped front
The Henrietta got awaY last night
adjusted at John Greif's, 318 Wash- moderate. Dr. Mary Edward, Clue
Notice.
Gregeo Vinegar for tbs. Tennessee after a tow of ties. Cairo, Ill., are visiting in Paducah 'ripened and eels)eu the Feeder of
linnet!, Ohio, 430 Clark street.
the east to the 0
ington street.
The Amer1ean will get away tonight this week.
the &Hook that tie fell so easy vict ni
limparty7 and was wised by Drente
Parties witting outing on gasoline
VOR-SALE- -Eleven acres n' rood
shooing,
S.
J.
MORGAN__
borne
Goodman.
Twenty-fifth
Mr. George
Tennessee after ties.
to two polircusen who Caine runnin•.. launch can find "The Cutaway" ready
Uniod Mates Manila! Elwood Neel. for
suitable for garden and truck
ground
448
tires.
making.
general
The towboat Vineennee went to and Jefferson 'streets, had Mr. and in the r..euti. Casmieo
. two
,
and stored away 'subject to the orders
at all times by telephoning Frank South Third.
all tools, two wagon
farming.
,as his
ear arrested sng two escaped.
Jana this morning after a tow of Mrs. Stovall. of Mayfield,
of the fal term of the federal court.
Mentz at Fowler' boat store.
good young work molts, 1 good cow,
cleaned
for,
Sunday.
HATStailed
guests
STRAW
- For house numbers, door plates. empty bargee, preperlig to leave for
good lionise, household furniture, good
Mrs. E. L. Stevens. of Parts. Ky.. %V11.1i1eR54tN IDENTIFIED
and delivered. South Side Pressing
brass stencils. brass and aluminum the Big Sandy after ties.
barn and outbuildings. hay. t.
Mrs.
G.
visit
M.
today
to
arrive
will
phones.
club.
Both
The Reaper rot away at 5:30 this
.IS MIDNIGHT M.IRAIACIER.
checks of all kinds, rubber type signs,
lumber, growing crop, good ciA ern
street.
Fifth
North
431
WIlliams.
-7TrigtED --A meat matey. Apply and two ponds. A very desirabl•
II
markers.' See The Diamond Stamp afornoon for the mines at Casi:yville
Mr. George 0. McBroom will move
to Jake Biederman Grocery and Bak- place to live. nait a mile from Tyler,
Well Wilkerson, alias Will JohnWorks. 116 Soot& Third. Phone 358. with • rew of empties. • She will ress
with his family to Frankfort Thum son. colored, was arrested last night
htg 0o.
turn with a big tow of coal for the
on Husbands road. All go at a tarday. He has chosen a home du one
SerPolice
by
street.
Third
nual
South
Prompt gain, Call on or address Wm. H.
contractor.
West
totapasl.
Kentucky
on
county,
CARPENTER
Isehis
of
Punrell.
J
Mr H
out of Franklines
interurban
the
of
geant Emil Gourieux on a charge of
The Rummell Lord was delayed and
attention to repairing. Call Z. Z. Settle, Tyler. Ky.
.s visiting his son. Dr. C 31. Ferrell.
fort.
breaking into the Whitman barber
did not get in till today at noon with
Moore. ,New phone 528.
of 10 (lark ferret.
WANTED-For U. B. army; AbleCol. Lawrence Anderson, of Mayshop. 117 South Fourth street. Wilher tow of nee from White river for
TAXIC YofIR CLEANING and bodied unmarried men between ages
morning.
Ibis
field, was here
far
out
was
the Ayer & Lord Tie company. She
kerson is a short and
pressing to Solomon, the tailor. 522 of 18 and 35: citizens of the United
Mr. George Walters. of the May- good time last night when the police
will return to White river after anBroadway. The man who does good States, of good characte- and temper.
Messenger, is visiting in Padufield
nabbed him and took hm to jail. It
other tow of tees tomorrow night.
work and promptly. Old phone 523-a. ate habits, who can speak, read and
cah while his paper is closed on acis said that Lorin Bishop, the cook'at
The hull of the old transfer boot
there.
13ICYCLIC,REPAIRS-Phone 1016 write English. Men wanted for
fire
the
V
count
Sit. Gott's restaurant. saw WilkerOsborn has beer( sold to the Lee Line
new phone, aid•We will call for and service in Cuba and the Philippines.
Mrs. Edward Atkins and children.
barthe
to
well
on
pull
the
- We've got
son climbing a roar
company at Illemphirs The Lee
deliver work promptly. Welkert -& For information apply to Recruiting
Edward. Grace and Elmonia. and
will take the hull to Mound City 'to
ber shop on Thursday night. Wilker.
Hogg. 126 North Fifth.
Miss Myrtle Greer left yesterday for
Officer. New Richmond House, Paseason
this
suits
light
son has worked at the shop as a portes repaired and made into a wharfEnid. Okla.. Mrs. Atkins' home. They
PaSTU.RAThr-Two hundred aerate ducah. Ky.
shoes alleged to
of
pair
ter,
a
and
boat. It will then be taken on to Hem.
we refrained from over good, shady. plenty water and more
will be joined at Cairo by Mr. and
have been stolen from the shop was
phi..
Mrs. Rawleigh Graham. who came
grain than 100 horses can eat, Apply
GlIF.AT BALLOON RACIL
His
home.
Wilkerson's
loading at the start so Jahn
Captain Henry Campbell, who has from Oklahoma with Mrs. Atkins and found at
W. Roof. Phones 'NG.
been in the upper Oumberiend river children to attend the funeral of the trial was called In police court this
- --Three room house, ihaglileh Aeronautical Congress PISMO
FOR-EILNT-:
now we've added to our
morning, but continued until tomortrade on the Cheney Lamb. Is in Pa- late Judge W. D. Greer.
Mg Event as Climax.
Apply to 302
431 Adams street.
mOrnIng.
row
are a palatable combination
ducah and wilt remain here till the
Mrs. sJames Steele returned to her
the
hovelall
late
stock
Old
North
Seventh
phone
street.
upper
the
Cumberin
eeamen opens
of two of the greatest spring
home in Paris yesterday after visit.London. May 26. As a fitting cUmax
HOOT'S ENGLISH LESSON
land.
ties. This is the place 132$.
tog her sou here.
remediet known to science.
-HORSE FOR SALE-Good work to the meeting of the Internationnl
THE WAYSIDE.
BY
FELL
of
Anderson,
B.
Lawrence
Judge
Everyone an tetnenther the
horse at a bargain. Apply George Aeronautic Federation to be held In
for New York styles.
. • official Forecasta.
Mayfield. was In the city on business
Skelton, 817 South Fifth. Old phone London May 27, the Aero club of the
Washington, May 2<1.-A party of
vile taste and the wholesome
The Ohio at Evansville. not much Monday.
United Kingdom has organised a great
a tour of
Our New York Buyer 2281.
(bangs. itur.rig the iscrt 24 hours. At
Mrs. .1. H. Nash. of the Leech foreigners who are making
effect of these game rimedies
race to take place from Hariballoon
the
Nit
recently
called
country
this
ARTS & MASON successors to Mr.
Mt. Vernon will canine. falling 1 2 apartments on Broadway. his reIngisaus on the :With. Thirty-one balwhen administered by I irandsends us samplet of all
to 24 holies
Al Paducati sad Cairo turned from McComb. Miss.. where state department and were received
W. Agnew. Shop 709 Muth Fifth
loons representing Great Britain, Germa, but unless yon have tried
All kinds of fixture Ind other
will continue falling for several days. she Waited for a week.
by Secretary Root. They had a very
the new things just at Street.
many, Francs'. Belgium and Switzerand
English,
of
knowledge
limited
to
work.
carpenter
Florence
Tennessee
from
don't
The
lozenge,
you
Trimble
Ragan.
1237
these
Mrs. L. B.
Rind, have been entered and will be
mostonducted
-c
wait
the
conversation
will
continue fatting dia*- street, will have Mrs. Fanny Wade.
the mouth
soon as they are shown
GET OUT teat old suit of last year started at latervals of from two to
know how ogre able to Labe
Finally the
Ine the next 24 hours.
lot Knoxvithr, Tenn . who arrived ly In the sign language.
and hare it cleaned and pressed by three minetes. The American club
and
arose
Cream of Tartar and Tnlphni
party
the
of
Broadway.
on
spokesman
The 'Mississippi from Chester to Monday, as her anent for • visit.
James Duffy, South Malt near Broad. was umibie to accept an invitation.
ruin) will continue falling for 24
can Is' made. I ireiltait eyeMr. William Burton, of Cairo. Ill.. with a profound bow. said:
and It will look like new.
Much to the regret of the other par:Special for this week way,
"Mr. Becutaire, we si'l not furhours and psse below the flood stage. formerly a member of the Paducah
tem resovator yet; make you
*OR SALE--At a bargain. seven- Celivants.
ltar
ther
On
Paducah
vleited
cockroach
fire department.
room slate roof new brick house.
100 D. B. Outings for
The race will be of a point-to-point
eel as good as new.
Secretary Root I. known In WashNotice.
friends Sunday.
56x165. on Sixteenth street be- character, dependent on the wind and
Lot
did
Mists Annie Settle, 421 North Fifth ington as "the polite man' Ile
Capt. Awalt's gasoline !mulch "Cuttween Monroe and Madison. Ring Iseather, probably ending about sixty
moot reliable street, was accompanied home by her not (week a smile. bet in diplomatie
away," factest and
old phone 1542.
or seventy miles from liondon. and
$10.00
launch at' this port. con lie secured for sister, Mrs. Pay Quinlan, of Terre terms explained to his visitor that
- fa ibl A.1/1,AT PIANO di rcet within safe margin of the coast.
"encroach" was the proper English
parties. teed:sees tripe at all times by Haute, whom she recently visited.
from the facto .' at factory pr:ee,
Hors J. C. Speight, of
word to express his meaning.
teleptiotng Frank manta at ,rowlesesi
Worth $15
t$10.0. saving artist's choice, Address Special Excursion Rates Mesmer Dirk
"Ah." exclaimed the caller, with
boat Mom. Moue 33.. 'Residence was here this morning en route to
roisters
C. R Werner, pianist and peons
another bow. "I understand. Cock
Benton to *Head court.
phone 2.500.
June let, round trip
,Prof.expert, general delivery. Padureh
Capt. B. Owen went to Hopkins roach am se male and henroach am
memoranduM tickets to Cairo and return will be
bark
- -Red
- Wiet-.7xe female!"
Mrs. Henry Potter, Mrs. Charles county this morning.
parties of five and ...so at
his
Furhead.
ifit
name
,pastors and pont
ealtalaing
nodded
411,and Inadway
Root
Mr.
and
formMrs.
Starks
Attorney Janie. S. Ray, who
Rieke, Mrs. 0. 11.
Table
mieseellied
trip
roiled
for
congrna_
ehial
tiiiigeopiede
'Mt
useless.
seemed
explanation
Andrew Bauer went to Cairo this arty practiced blw in ,this city, but. is ther
400-111 samallt
Finder Teemse retlren CO Hey • flood movie 0* board
111111Nit Plow WA
41on
atergiggidliabo Seaters -13Ict Fowler now ereretary f the Southern GearFovrier, Patalenif.,r *Lent
_______ La enjoy a day's river trip.
Cap Owen.
Illleeestag 9-IOr • W.
anty company ter Louisville, was here

25c Disease Book Free

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

Cream of Tartar
and
Sulphur Lozenges

10c a Box

sDug Store

4

1

A.,
"Wripprikorftrieoppo.
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PALM

GREAT PREPARATIONS
FORTY YEARS
S.S.S• SUCCESSFUL SERVICE
sew. ffFr::
two
test for a period of armee tban
When a tetsfiicine he4 stood the
nee doubt of its
thaw ever. tie re eali be
popular
mdle
WHIM!'
and
Orations
t••ace is ma;Lied :oy A
S. S. Its pert id i cat
Merit.. This is the record of S.
r, and its velue
characte
ovenskin diseeutes ot
long line of cures of blood and
so well known that it is today
become
has
troubles
such
of
Rheumatism,
ta the treatment
medicine on the market. For
the most extensively used blood
Diseases and all other troubles
Skin
Ulcers.
and
Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores
S. has no equal.
condition of the blood, S. S.
due to an impure or poisoned
and germs, cleanses the
humors
poisons,
the
It counteracts and drives out
tly and restores
cures the disease permanen
system of all unhealthy matter,
anaemic, and unable to
or
weak
is
Mood
the
strong, robust health. Where
needs, S. S. S. supnourishment and strength it
furnish the body with the
in toning up and
ly
splendid
acts
and
properties
plies it with the healthful
bottom of all blood
very
the
to
down
ordinary
reipvigoraling the system. It goes
inherited taints on 'which thc
results,
disorders, and in this way reaches
its
in
certain
S.
S.
S.
is
Not only
entirely of
blood medicines have no effect.
made
is
It
remedy.
an absolutely safe
It does not
but it is at the same time
healing and curative value.
delicate
herbs and barks of known
any form to (Linage the
in
mineral
of
trace
contain the slightest
children with the same good results
by
used
be
may
and
parts of the system,
nt to use S. S. S.:
people. It is not an experime
and perfect safety as by older
proven its worth lay its forty
has
that
one
and
record
it is a remedy with a
purifier for any
you are in need of a blood
years of successful service. If
they will send you
and
ns
physicia
our
write
cause begin the use of S. S. S.,
charge any special
trouble, and will give without
a book concerning your
.
medical advice that is required

room

Weigh
Yourself

SINDAY
FOR
MAIM'
$4111001. MT% EVTION.
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MANY INCREASE

Don't Heat the Kitchen

el
mai
1
arapi a.., .,„ ;Is
i;A:,7)

"et ft tut till) OF Efat 4I.17.3T101
MIMS.

. 1\11111

and then after a few weeks weigh yewself again. If you are Items weight tate
SCOTT'S EMULSION. Breathe fresh
air day and night. Eat emple food.

xecutIve aud Entertainment Ce.msatritees alert Tonight to I`er.
f•-ct Arrangrateals. ,

Try

sSaar if 141os-rig to kes•
is hi $7 12,0840,01100 is /41,t11111
Numbers.

••••• -•`.111

this for a few weeks.

Theft weigh yourfelf again. The experience of thousafids of men, women
and children is that

Frankfort. Ky.. May e.g.—The total
Loath:ail/Is May 2G.—;;The Sunday
-axed value of property in Kentucky
Best
prepgreat
•(-hoot peopketere making
Floc.. the equalization by the state
arations for the International Suad.v
board amounts to about $742,totet.toto
School convention, to be held In Louis
In round numbers, the board increasrifle June Is to 23. The various com- Increases the weight. It contains a
!tog the assessment about Sa.isissitsoft
mittees are hard at work and expect
power that predebe new lksti. This
The board finished its sock Monday
s
in
by
tridines
to have everything
sirnpk treatment often carts unwrap.
and adjourned after having been. in
next week. A Meeting of the execu- bon.
session three months. A resolution
tive and entortaInruent committee,
was adopted authorizing-the state auAn Deere's's Ms.an* el se.
will b& be:d st the Young Men's Chrisditor to equalise the assessments in
tian Aseociat:on tonight, to which the
McLean county. where the records
public is incited. The entertainment
were burned in the court house, and a
is
totontitt4. of which Houston Quin
new
assessment had to be made...The
ehairman. announced yesterday that
stimesnients on some of the counti-o
there are still :100 delegates to be prowhich were increased were as follows:
A. GA. t hied for._And that the 1 cornmltte.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANT
Farm Land. Town Lots
to
greattoaight
meeting
the
at
hopes
Per vent.
Per (*tit.
(10iinlY
•
ly reduce I‘is number.
DAINTY RATH.
FOE
in
MR. 11111,LIAM
RV
Each church la the city hats been EXTLATED
ii
4
Caldwell
K.
to
TTRKET
s
pure
of
delegate
lieittailG
be
T'S
number
certain
adults,
a
SCHMID
allotted
' for children or
Carlisle .
fltiP:rt
churches
the
the
of
of
its
It. entertain. Many
have all the ac....‘t.:-or
Crittenden
tviality—notahly seat*. toilet waters. have not provided for the number as10
Hickman
,-;ponges and bath towels. 'Then will learned to them, while others have
leowla a Barden la Suns- Hopkins
Pound
Thief
bath,
daily
The
at
all.
the
convenna
in
effort
delight
n
the ittilibt
user Time and Rellused Them
instead of rebelling agait.st It. Every tion will bring to Louisville some of
COIAMED cITIZENS MAT
to Owsien
en lutory—hsre.ithe most prominent men in the conn--bath re qu!site
HAVE A FAIR NEAT EAU,.
You furnish tub and water; we supply ;try, among whom are C. J. Heinz, of
Pittsburg: John Wanamaker, of Philthe rest,
A company of progressive and inant 'tibia; W. N. liartAtorn. of Boston:
Sixty-two turkeys 'must have been dustrious colored citizens has been
and
Chicago.
of
e,
Marlon Lawrenc
too mhell trouts:0 for the thief that formed for the purpose- of giving .a
Frank L. Brown, the millionaire Sunentered the hen house of Mr. K1:flan big colored fair in August or SeptemSeventh and Broadway..
day school worker who devotes h.s
Schmidt. who resides seven miles ber. The meeting will be four dm% s
Phones 7511
'Mire time to Sunday school work.
from the .ity on the Mayfield road. In length and oscine. fine stock, meThe committee on musie, of which as all of the turks were found in chanical and agricultural prodetetie
W. I. McNair is chairman. has se- their plates. - Sixty of the turkeys will be featured. Etertthing will be
tired E. 0. Excel!. of Chicago. to were sma'!. and two old hens were the products of the genius of weattake charge of the music. and he prob- taken. Mr. Schmidt was angry over her, of the race.
Ytott will he c inferring a favor by reporting to the manage•
any of our empitoces
ably will arrive In. Louisville witivin a the theft, and traced the thieves a
ment any diwourecs a shown you by
frICAL,letea ON Al.L. WACICONS.
few days to begin training the chorus.
The man who doesn't butt in ordistanee, tie notified 'tbe pollee deMr. Excel is the famous gospel aud partment and wanted to hire a decasionally seldom gets ahead.
10th Zee Metellsora
•••01.
hurch-song writer, and under his di- teethe to bring the thieves to jusPhone:tat IN4
rection a chorus of 540.• voices will be tice.
Dottieitss the threats of Mr.
e
organised to sing during the colleen- Schmidt alarmed the thieves, and
t ihn.
they thought the hest way out of the
Fr
;F UT
committee has diecnity was to return the fowls.
the;umpired to have 100 boys of the All of the turkeys have been fed dur1114%..
11
LYoung Men's Christian. Association, ing their visit with the thieves. and
sotartaavf
lP
1111illea
THE
under the direction of H. E. Mon- Mr. Sehmidt may have turkey for
Ca‘,, .
tague, to serve as pages. They will Thankeetvine DAY instead of the
004
s
'
rsi
.be stationed at the stat.ons to escort thieves.
sETR
'he incoming ddegates to convention
s ow. co
eadquarte6 and to their places of Mr. John Rhea. or Ming, la . says
O¼!
A
;ntertainment.
"I have been yelling DeWitt' Kidney
and Bladder Pills for about a year
CLEAN SMOKE
.2-49
When food seems to nauseate take and 'they give better satisfaetion thaa
N
CLEA
FOR
Kodol. Take Kodol now and until any pill •I ever sold," Sold by al,
.ts
you ktiow you are right Erato. There druggists,
•
PEOPLE
isn't any doubt about what It will do
and you will find the truth of this WASHINGTON WET-i4 ellefTTED.
statement verified liter you have used
weeks. It Is sold liesreseenta Declare few l'retilhiti,e.
Kodol for a
here by all druggists.
Ilemsblicaaa for Loral t up..,,..

,.1.
4, ,54
‘

11
IM.J161111
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Scoff's Emulsion

All the

necessary fairnily

cooking may be done as well
on a New Perfection Wick,
Blue Flame Oil Cook -Stove
as on the best coal or wood
range.
By using the "New Perfection" Oil Stove,the annoyance
of an overheated and stuffy
kitchen is enthtly avoided,even
in midsummer. The construction of the

es 4

•

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove

0'

against the kettle
Is such that the hcat is thrown directly upward
atmosphere of
or pan upon the stove top, without affecting
the room to ant appreciable degree.
stove over a great
You CAA at once see the advantage of this
range which throws heat in all directions—it is the
Ideal summer stove.
If your dealer does not have the "N c w
Perfection" write our nearest agency.

thr

BOPERP'S SHEEP

ci

Lamp is szbetIntii:Ler

hotly nickel:I
and very handiesne. Gives a
perwrrial light and burns for hours with one idling. Portably,
*ale. convenient nut vchat every home needs,
lime with your dealer, write Our nearest agency.
ei t.
STANDAR", OIL COMPANY
(liseereorellese

S. N. WIN STEAD. Druggist

ICE!

ICE!

ICE!

1
'ANS'
INDEPENDENT ICE COW-

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

!
OE'

la

fnttrta!nment

I We Are Putting Out Some
Mighty Good Values

FREEMAN
PIPE

1 he only sanitary pipe
not a freak

For sale at
BOND&

DRUG STORE,215 Broadway

g,ew

The health of Rear Admiral Evans
is reported to be greatly improved.

nwasignimmuma

WALLACE PARK CASINO
LOCKWOODS LYCEUM STOCK CO.
14 PEOPLE 14

TONIGHT

The Power of a Woman
Change of Program Nightly
Matinees:
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY

psicEslOc, 20c.
Matinee 10c

Spokane. Wash . May
on'sts in Washington are in high
Ore. having won their fight against
e the liquor traffic. As a result of the
action of the Refrubilean and Democratic state conventions In Spokane.
, the last few days In pledging their
Tartlets to local optiorraind fethhiliftlott,
't is net likely that the 'drys" will
place either a state or county ticket
In the field this year
John Anderson, the foremost supporter of the Prohibitionist- in the
northwest, announce, it is probable
that the part; will merge its intervals,
with One of the two dominant ek.Meatit or indorse the piatforma of
both, crying the adherents the ebolee
between iciest option or absolute prohibit:on. The only qtreetion rirtsed is
the sincerity of the old parties. ,The
frohliattionlais polled less than 14 pee
eent of the vote of the state-Umber the
new primary law at the last election
Kennedy's LaltaTftre Cough flernp does
Lot constipate. but on the other hand
its laxative principles gently more the
bowels.. Children like it. Sold by all
dniggists.
%WHITT WIDOW BLAZE re
THE afILLINEHT tertiftFe
"merry Widow" bats were warn:
members last night for a Ore wax thistowered in the millinery store of
Ceorge Dawson, colored. I et:: Mediresulted
ion street, and a ksss of
hefore the ere wits extinguished The
alartn tame to the Central atation
nver the teSephOrte. and IA the excitement the location wet given as 513
Madlehn street l'he Central company
and the truck from the No. 4 station
went to the scene. When the mistake
was discovered, somebody teletWoned
the right location end the No. 3 onusisny and hese reel from the No. 4
ation wont to the Millinery store,
e blase was extinguished In a few
mlnutes:before the big "Merry WM()Ws" aeou3d burn' up. t

II

car
Q5a.ti3fied.
It will take you
but ornament to find
jeer whist you want
in La France Shows
for Women. The
style that pleases you
I. here and the fit W
certain.
La France Shoes will
Satisfy you quickly, because they thoroughly
sad precisely combine
elf the shoe virtue* —
style, fit, comfort *rid
durability.
They are shaped on
most graceful lines and
are dainty and artistic in'
every detail.
Come in and ask to see
yaw, sire an year favorite
Style — you will be charmed
with them.
The La Prance Plintible
Welt is a dertinethre and
unusually attractive shoe it gives •bsolute crania!' and

WIII It' Ineertett tato Their Re
live l'ocketbookii.
A pair of ter hooks, worth a quarter of A dollar, the ownership of which
Ins. tainted Wes Flowers and (Ieorre
Robertson. rivet ice dealers, to enter
Into a law sult that will cost sash
many times the value of the article in
the
had
controversy. . Robertson
hooks which Peewees/claimed, and got
• writ of delivery from Maskstrate
Rabertson then gave bond
Emery
awl retained the boobs and the mow
by
eon of °wearable, will be tried

I

Magatrat0 Ihrlabt,
411

Bladag.

*-•'Pa

P.

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
au bsertiet Ions to NIPIt le a greet_ deal cheaper to place minute
ail togetber from
*ma magazines at. lb* same time aod order them
* to thaw'
or
intim-rib
singly
s
sante
magazine
ta•
bay
to
is
it
than
as.
Oomfbinatioa club offers are new made by which mile
separitedy.
irk es, sometimes
scribers to several magszines an See U r. bareain
subof one or two
getting three or four inagazines for the pref.
and may bescriptions may be sent to different addressee, if desired,
keen what mega:Ines you are tatgin with say. month. Lot as
year, and we will
Mg now or what magasines you want to take next
emote the ourneinaisou price, showing saving to be effected.
- —
SAMPLE BAUGAINS.
..11 10
Oasmegalltea
e $1.111
Magazin
s
Measre'
..1 oe
Or American
Hfighe Masialae
1.$0
.1.00
Reeder Magailne.
flame
Metropolitan
1r Muldoon
or World Today
83 GO
or Woman's Home
112.ao
for
All
16.011
Cempacent
040
Meetly later 04,
All for Mem, Half PSC*
. . 11 00
an41
.13 00
Homier Magerine
MeCales Magazine .. BO
Re,:.. of RPT1404r• . .11.041
(with pattern)
or Oueng
I 00
Home Magazine ...
or A.n.slee's
or Smart Set
El 60
16.00

•

Ruth for Won, Half Peke
Home Magazine ....II 00
1.61
Meenure's
or Cosmopolites
or American
or Stleiewtan
12.10

All for •t.latl. Half Peke
. $010
De.igtier
(with fashiese)
. 1.00
Cosmepolitan
Reader magazine .. I 00

Both frw SIAS

14 50
All for 112.00

Please'

HA HISOEITS DIKOART
MENT STORE.
North Third Wert
AM

Ott 0/41001W1117.

1Nrimplete gator Orlin* °IOW nellte, with beautiful Har.lson
weer. listing ae mar 'einem singly and in dubs at lowest rates, west
701 trio on receipt of poirtal oard request.
-4-

Casks! Magssise Agescy • • lidisitaitens, [odium.
The Hobbs-Merrill Company,

CLIP YOUR HORSES
They kirat better, feel better and wore better. Clipped horns are easier
I o written and you are net annoyed by horse hairs when driving. We
have an electric machine and an expert operator and will give you as
good work as van i* done, at the regular Info°.
• so

Thr

THE

TN"

D. E. WILSON 1,Tur

perfect fit.

sno

Kodol completely digests all classes
of food. It will get iltitit at the tom.
tie and do the very work jtself for
the stomach. It is pleasant to take
Iloldtby all druggists.

In Inks, Penedo, Envelopes, Carbon l'aper anti Oftire Supplies.
t'nletin Pena at rine a
I) men it mean anything to you it we tuts
thing
that don't sti t you.
an)
keep
to
you
ask
don't
gross? We
the pettily aid
know
and
made
stuff
best
vety
the
We sell
prifell are right.

THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
I laevitswerat
Fourth and Kentucky A

'...FOR

00111

Rubber Stamps and Supplies, Numbering Machines, Band Daters, etc.
0
°14° •I'llAPee
4Teatt
144 18CPP.41*4
RA el
%Pt
•44:4
01.1A S IT:4

ApolOP

We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLEANED send them 'elsewhere. If you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.

New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
Phones 121.

1$ Sf :MN SI.
•

times 150

.

I.

••

TCVADAY. MAl 110.
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REXAll CURE

aloomak.
"THE PROOFS."
What basis is there for the stateArent for kidney disease?
200,000 PLANTS
mnet for kidney disease?
The medical term for kidney die.
The bogie( an.str( talent of flows awl plant% in the cif), take
eease Is NEPHRITIS, welch weans In- THAT MIX DIEWTHCiTIVE To
AGENCY
noticeable tact, and one which
•
is
It
Omit. at le.a titan 3 cet.IN. 175.wat other plants to seleti
2.1.mM
flammation of the kidneys, and till
TEL, 11011.14.7C0 CROPS.
any doctor will verify that people who
recently there wept nothing that would
suffer most often from disease are the
from. sea. us !weer placing your order.
ones who have the most difficulty in
allay kidney inflammation.
Regular
keeping their bowels open.
I But there are many kidney medicines so-called, and many melee with Important Experhawitts V. ill He Oen- bowel action is half the battle of health.
to contendency
People who have a
kidney trouble get well!
&imbed By Government Expert fa
stipation must of necessity use something
the Black MAU ix.
lieteuee it commonly gets well at
Both Phones 192.
to help nature along. This should not
Brat.
Is not designed for temporaiy
be a violent aid like salts or purgative
waters, cathartic pills or polders, but a
Medical writere now declare that
relief, but as an absolute cure
syrup liquid that will oil the intestines
kidney dietetic develops so unctonecncrete id• walks and curb an I glitNotice
Hopkinsville. Ky.. May !6. -ten and membranes that it comes in contact
for sweaty feet and other exsciously that, as a rule, It is fur adwith.
Children, women and weak
ter on Broadway from Fest to ,Later
Heard of Public Works,
vanoed before it is discovered (see before the farmers have finished their people generally should never be given a
cessive perspiration. Money recites)
Bids will be receieed until 3'street, both sides; on the west ttid
. work of setting out tobacco, the cut
Brief," p. 1002).
strong physic. as lt weakens the system And it
futile for the steongesit, person beeaUlie Uke o'clock. P. M.. May :!9. 1905. foe of Water street from Eiroadwey In
They admit that in the secondary worms sad grasshoppers have begun is
back if not perfectly satisfied.
relief la simply for that day, and then the reac- the construction of a brick drivewey Kentucky avenue', and on the uorth
stage they have no specific for it (see to get in their destructive work, in tion sets fa arid you are worse off than before.
some sections the' damage already. What Is needed is a prompt. but gentle laxa- and the setting of granite curbing side of Kenttreky avenue from First
same authorit). same Ini&I
tive tonic like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Petal& with a concrete gutter, at the City to Water street; and also for the conbeing alarming. It is estimated that People
Sold only at
PREE
have been taking tt for sixteen years
1 That the iv true is also shown by
Ills being better liked by more people ever, Hosptial, corner of 4th and Clay struction of Tenth street from Broadsod
of
eent
per
the
this
in
crop
80
about
. he I•nornunir, growth of the censuo
The reason Is Ulm it tilts•want. It is streets. Plans and specifications can way to Kentucky avenue with vitriYear.
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
beef transplanted to the
1 ilegiths from kidney dieorders--now county has
ia be seen at the City Engineer's office. fied brick, bitillithie or aitplialt maliver
11on.Mire
6""
italgen
8ailke
ai"had
tlpalim
.ingdYs
rib
tion
astudst
elPe
c.o. 54.1 or TAselose for it.
the invasion of cons
to
owing
bat
eds,
et
lh
t
f
over 1741 lee day.
trouble, biliousness. liatultacy. sour stomach.
L. A. WASHINGTON.
terial, as may be determined by the
grasshoppers and eat worms weak Stomach, bloated stomach and such ilia
How then can any of the old-time l
that sours of sky of these ailments Is sosotately
City Engineer.
much of it will have to be reset,
considered
medieihes he
General Council; and also for the
and
Si
or
guaranteed. A bottle Coate but. 50 cents
kidney
destroyers, though, are not to Is worth a hundred times that to any sufferer.
ceastruction of concrete sidewalks,
The
-r
Phew 335.
FRATERNITY BLDG
"eu rie?"
MOtherk keep it. constantly in the house
DRU6 STORE
be allowed to have things their own forWise
and curbs and gutters, as per plans
to (Migrations.
Nonce
.
needed at some
is
it
because
emergencies.
two
(pleat
of
After
experyears
and
PADUCAH. NY.
without a struggle, and A. C. Ume or other by every member of the family.
Bids will be received by the Board and specifications in the. City Enginm
the late John J. Fulton was the Wa)
Luella Underhill, the medical superintenMorgan. the goveritnient elkomolo- Dr
dent of the Working W0111160;• NOON, Of Chicago of Public Works, at their office at the eer's offices under the ordinaaces auBret man in the world to diet/over d
the lathe who is now in the dark tobacco has kept hereharges In perfect health by the use City Hall. on Tuesday, June. 9. Item thorizing Ile:
,improvements.
compound that by direct action o
of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin whenever stomdistrict for the purpose of experi- ach cOMPlainl was brought to hat attention. No at 3 o'clock. for the reconstruction of
HOARE" etei PUBLIC WORKS.
kkiney5 tissues/ allay% kidney In ambotale
a
Hey
Home
the
nientIng with the insects which prey other lagative Is used In the prompt and per- Broadway and J•fferoon streets from
By L. F. I. db. secretary.
oyuLand watch
tods
,oltfmi
mation.
rnounrse
,.
lupon tobacco with a view of extermiNinth so Eleventh streets, with biI.. A. Wash ngton. City Engineer.
Fulton's -Refit Compound. as it is
InatIng them. has already interested
or vitrified brick maasphalt
tulithes
1111110POLIS, IL1L.
called, it controlling kidney disease.,himself here.
Arrangements have
specifications
and
terial, as per plains
The ditcher-a of Marlborough has
D. A. Raiir7, Pares.
bolt in the fire and second scageeibeen made whereby experiment Will Iag can hays a Its. sample tents not a air Men mg
addressing Me company. 15,05w le le 9111111111111111* in the office of the (dilly Engineer, gone to Switzer:and with her younger
that were never known before to re- be conducted on
ass.
assa-la
OW,
and
is
CLILlf•.
we
as
clo
mil
ramp
the farm of Judge
under ordinance authorizing same.
Illewesa sad beet betel I. the efty -oond to medicine.
sit Is,. sew taken it. Seal for it if es ens nig
von. whose health lately has not been
W. T. Fowler, about two miles from sradisim of stomata, leer or bowel Swam EIMIlled
BOARD OF !PUBLIC WORKS,
Two large sanapt.
gates 1331.00.
good.
at
for
Literature mailed free.
kee
scatty*
Vele.
effective
clisients.
this place on the' Clarksville pike. yet most gearantsen, permanent hese cure. PIE
Secretary.
K01.11.
F.
le
By
Inks. A
looms. Both rooms, Electric Light*
JOHN J. FULTON CO.,
Mr. Morgan has shipped a package FLISLIC VERDICT: "tot Lamina Is Seed and Sere
I. A. WASHINGTON,
- Oakland, Cal.
It. only ventrally located Roue la
OR CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." PlIs Woduct
of some preparation, which is said to as
City Engineer.
bags kora" guarantee No. 17, Wasningtos, D. 6,
W. H. likelieteon is our sole local be mainly arsenate of lead, to Judge
lha city.
All the patent medicines and
Theme neerthe foundations upon
PEP•IN SYRUP 00.
agent. Ask for RI-Monthly Bulletin Fowler wee (be request that a solu10741aistweit •leg.. Mostiesile, Ill. 4
COMMERCIAL PAYIK/31.1141111
toilet articles advertised in this
which we are building SIONV.IR.
Notice fo 4'Mil rectors.
late recoveries.
of
tion be made of it and the plants be
paper are on sale atl
Inn hones are groomed t•. the
LK11111113.
Bids will be received at the office
dipped into this before they are
pink of condition always and o$u r
the Board of Public Works in the
of
D rn g Store
McPherson's
placed in the kills.
wit! be decorated. The two 11..2s are
oetertrogio tviAL HILL.
equipment the loft, .eet
tity hall. on Tuesday, June 2nd, WS
Fourth •nd Broadway.
named
Is
plotter
the
and
feet,
614
Arsenate of lead is regarded as a
IlLVAMIVELLIE PA DU OEM MD
at 3 Weida, for the oonstructiou of
prices are Cary toe I y real. mai plc.
Remed-theWeisid elestbse
High more satisfactory poison for destroy- in Fh'misti oak. It is 22x28 Inches.
0A11110 MIL
Next tlineyelit want el take a
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NEW STATE HOTEL
FIRST CLASS LIVERY

IFREE TEST ..Tar:ZA:7$4.67...t.r.,

MODERATE PRICES

The Virginia

HAWLEY AND SON

Dr. Stamper

First-.lass Material
SAAR HALM

Good Workmtnship

ED D. HANNAN
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Automobilists and Boat Owners
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Phrtrntlitehis

Mechanics Foundry and Machine Co.

NRY TtIAMMEN, JR.

HarlyTimes

Rose Plants for 2c

Jack Beam

LAZY LIVER

The purest whiskey made. It
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charred oaken barrels, at an
even'temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect aging. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.
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Clearance Sale
The First Gun Booms in Our Big
qualities and already low prices will give it more
Today we sound the first note in our great Spring Clearance Sale, and men who know Gullett's
can be taken off again at clearance sale
than the usual attention. People have begun to realize that there are no fancy prices here-put on so that they
time. A reduction sale here, therefore, means a saving of real dollars and not imaginary money.

163 Men's and Young Men's $20 Blue Serge Suits,
Kingston's Too, Cut to the Low Price of - $14.95

Any Fancy Three-piece Spring Suit in the House
Which Formerly Sold for $15, cut to - • $11.98

These suits are made of a beautiful quality of fast color serge and the upto-date manner in which they are made and trimmed proclaim them the
*14.95
season's best styles.

These are the splendid $15 qualities upon which we first established our
reputation, and they are worthy of the best things that have ever been said
ab3ut us. The season's most popular fabrics included; all s'zes $11.98

Come to Gullett's tomorrow and see what a
lot your money will buy during the big sale.
There are other things not yet advertised

GuLLET-ps 312 Broadway

itilotiicr lot

of $3.50,

$4 and $5 Oxfords

cut to

.98

Take Your Feet to Gullett's.

whit+ are fully as attractive.
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